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Foreword

This repok is the result, of two years' work from a gigan ic research

effort by the authors and numerous others throughout the state,

too many to begin to list their names here. The term "restrict ve energy

economy," is a term that was coined by the authors to sbfficierly describe

the situation that.the majority of MiSsissippians-and most of the American

population :Pace under the continuing increases in energy costs and the

dwindling supply of nonrenewable_ energy resources.

The U.S. Departtent of Energy's Office of Mindrity Economic Impacts was'-
t.

one agency in the federal government that recognized the seriousness of this

matter and made-an attempt address the situation- .Thus, the financialt,

support from this agency th pugh two research grants enabled us to pursue',
,

this effort. It is unfortu- ate that the present administration initially

'proposed to discontinue this department which is needed more At the present

than it was in the past.'

More importantly, this effcC4; provided a vehicle by which the despa-

ration of the most economically depressed segment of_the nation'spopula-
4

tion families in MississiOL = can be shared-with the of thd nation.

Missjssippi's population'has undoubtedly been more adversely afeCted by the
tut

spiralling increases in energy cost than any other state ii the nation. The

reasons are obvious: .(1) Miss's plans have the lowest per capita income
,3

1

in the nation; (2) household e cots for Mississippians ar_apeng the ((2)
(

highest in the nation; an state taxes on energy products in

are, among the highes nthe nation. ThUs, in a state where capital ccumu

tion is limited by its 16w economic,sta Js, the increasing costs of energy

have compounded the problem of capital accumulatio d cpnitgTgooOs deyelpn-

ssissippi.

ii



went. 'This means thAt.the restrictive energy economy has-a'devastating

effect on the state in tht..its disparity with e rest of .the nation will

rapidly increase rather-than graduaYly decree e.

This report in addition-to analyzing the. various impacts of the restric-
t

tive energy economy on fami des in the- state,, also documents the,reasons,_

Mississippi isileade for an economic coil pse unle's serious measures are

taken wi-th expediency. A cross-section of-the state'.families wer xamined

in this study. Hehce the acr7yses show that the impacts are comparable for

, families in di fferen soci e. .omi c crata without signffiCant,disparity On

relative measures. This finding-is most significant. While it,suggests thpt,

the affluent and the poor are experien:mg equal relative impacts, the fact

that this is the.case does not indicate that this is an equalitaria situatibri

which is good for the Late and nation. S

Marvel Lang
James C. Smith

A
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Chapter_ 1

Introduction and Sampling. DeSign

Little has been*written,ztiout the effects of intrinsic socioeconomic,

demographic and housing characteristics of various segments of the American

population or their energy consumption behavtor,.% In fact, with the exception

of verification of the fact low income -groups spent a larger proportion of

their dispoSable incomes on household energy costs in the past few years,

very little else has been verified about socioeconomic differences in the

impacts on increasing energy costs-on different segments of the population.

In view of this, it is still unCertain whether the differential impacts of

increasing energy costs are the results of differences in social status,

or whether these increases are in fact the causes of the wIldening gap in

socioeconomic status.

The aim of this research was to -dOress these issues for the population

o Mississippi. Specifically, this research was undertaken in order to begin

to understand how differences fn social status among various segments of the

population contribute to differences in household energy costs andiow

socioeconomic differences coupled with social status impact on energy con-

sumption behavior. In order to hccomplish this aim, two samples of the,,

state's population were used for comparative analytical purposes. One sample

consisted entirely of female headed and elderly person headed households; the

other sample was drawn from the larger general population. The second sample

was stratified to be representative of the population on race, income, rural

and urban residency.

The Research-Problem

The specific problem of this research was to assess the differential

10



impacts of increasing energy costs on families in Mississippi;' and to assess

the impacts .on family housOold energy costs that ate the effects of social

--status andsdcioeconomtc'conditions ° In-order to do this; it -was decided4o-

compare a sample of femaid-Ind elderly headed households to a sample that

represented the larger population of Mississippi. The female and elderly

headed households represent the segment of the pOpulation that constitutes

the lowest social Status; perhaps with the exception of specific minorities

such as blacks. Therefore, it was assumed that a comparative assessment of

this segment of the population with the general population of the state on

their circumstances in the restrictive energy economy would exemplify the

differential impacts that have been effected'on both populations as the

results of this economy -`

Thus-, in'collecting data on the two population samples and in the analyses

of those data, answers were sought to the following research questions:

I. Howdo energy costs for female and elderly households differ
from those of the larger general population in terms 'of the
proportions of disposable incomes spent on household energy
and the absolute amounts spent on household energy consumption?

What partiCular aspects and characteristic features of female
and elderly households significantly impact their energy costs
compared to those aspects and characteristics that significantly
'impact energy costs for the larger population?

3. How has participation in energy conservation and weatherization
programs invariably affected the energy costs and energy con-
sumption situation of the female and elderly population compared
to the larger population?

The ultimate general objective was tp determineif socioeconomic, demo-
.

graphic, housing characteristics, social status and. differences in energy

consumption characteristics were the reasons for differences in energy costs

both between and within the two populations. Also, the objective was to
P

determine how these factors differentially impacted energy costs within the

two populations. In addition it was sought to determine if conservation

2
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actions by-thetwo-populations impacted their energy costs differently; and

which specific conservations were Most effective in impacting energy costs.

The a 1 Des n -and Data leCtion
e ,. -

The main-source.of data for this study was through personal survey inter -'

views conducted' With- respondents:, As mentibiled.above this study compared to

population samples drawn from,gight. counties in Mississippi Hinds, teake,

Bolivar, Lauderdale, Marshall, Desoto, pike -arid 8"tone. :The two population

samples were selected to represent:, (1)s the female and elderly headed house-
.

holds (referred to--as the female and elderly sample) _in these counties; and
) '

(2) the general population in these-counties (referred to as the total podu-

lation sample). The eight counties were selected because they were foundcounties

to be most representative of the state's population, Thus; they wereboth

the most typical 'and atypical of the state's population in several aspects.

For example, several Counties were chosen that had larger proportions of

their popu ation that were urban than is typical for the state. Likewise,

several counties were chosen whose populations were more rural than is

typical for the state. The specific characteristics of the counties=' general

population are shown inTable1.1_11ter in this chapter.

The field work for data' colidction started around the end of February,

1981, and lasted-until May,-1982. In undertaking this phase of the project

several steps were taken:

(1) key persons in each of the eight counties were contacted to
seleet'interviewers in their counties.

fi

(2) Training sessions were -held subsequently -in each county to
faMiliarize the interviewers with the, questionnaire and
sampling design to s,g;ect the sample elements.

(3) Bi.7weekly. meetings were held with the team'onnterviewers in
,):eadh. county to alleviate problems encountered in the protess

, of data collection.



raduate-studentS-were- hi. d s eta-collection
_monitois. viited_the various counties= as = and when required.

wereA ,total: 40 interviewers werehired torcOndutt personal-
__interViews., -out' df whilch 17- belenged -ro -the minority group-to;

interview She black resporidents-'.1..':-
-

".,Each interview' id-era-Was-given maps- of the 'area where they -woiAld be

intervieWing. In general-,- -interviewers' encantered some problems w-ith the

respondents especially those who were poorly educated and/or belonged to
.

low income groups. me respondents expressed that13 the questionnaire was

an invasion of privacy or that it was too time consuming. Some respondents

indicated extreme apathy about the energy shortage while-others were pore-

hensi ve about a stranger entering iheir home. Interviewers -found that some

of the respondents were unablp to, accurately estimateiathe amount of expendi-
--

ture on energy, the nur er of- miles drive the _amount :of money spent on

gasoline.. /
The sampling element for personal interview was the head of the family,

either male of female. -The family was defined as consisting of two or more

related individuals.living together with at least one of them 18 years

age or

of

The Survey uesti onnaire

The survey questionnaire was the main source of data collection from the

heads of the families. TThe survey questionnaire (a copy of the questionnaire

is inclWid in-the-Appendix-A section of the report) was designed to explore

a wide variety of topics:-. The 'questions covered the following areas' of ipfor-

illation: (1). demographic and climatological information of the study erea,

(2) personal backgmund of the respondent, dwellinging unit features; type,

size, heating method, age, etc. (4) average monthly expenditure on energy in

1976 and 1980 electricity gas and gasoline, (5) appliances and energy using

equipitents in the house (6) behavioral responses to energy conservation,



areness- and- part n-irrweatheriza ioirr rams ,

energy shortage on: educational plans (b) employment- health

(d) leisure activities_and (e) social relations, (9) levels of belief in

energy crisis', -(10) atfitude_toward energy conservation, and (11) informa--
tion on anal transportation and automobile use. The questionnaire consisted

of eleven- major item with-a total of one hundred and fourteen questions, though

lengthy, was designed to be comprehensive enough to give a fairly good-i-crea
4

of how the energy ..shortage*wacted on families in general.

SampTing Elt§LT:

The major objective of the researchproject was lo compare- strictive

energy economy inpacts of female and elderly householdswith-the- general popu-
-1

lation; In order to achieve the aims of:this research the sampling design

included a variety of sampling techniques like cluster, qubta, stratified,

systematic 2 and simple random sample as deemed appropriate at different stages.

In general the sample size for each county and the subsamples within the

counties e determined by quota sampling techniques; the details of which

are elab rated in the following sections:

The Study Areas: As a preliminary phase eight counties within the

E.

iisissippi were-determinedined by cluster ample method on the basis of

demog phic geographical; and enwrronmental considerations. Eight counties

Desoto and Marshall in the North; ,Pike and Stone in the South;. Bolivar in the

Delta; and Hinds, Leake and Lauderdale in the central.-west, middle, -and east

respectively. were selected with due considePation to their general repre-

sentativeness of the State's distribution of racial composition, rural-urban

ratios, and percentages of families-below poverty level. Additional considera-

tion was given to the - climatic factor which varies ,considerably among these

eight counties. The specific characterlstics of the counties are shown in



= .
acatiorisiif sate arse = tbown in .Figure '1.

-The research team decided upon-eight counties so as to get approximately

percent of the total 82 counties within the state.- Thus, the first#phas o_f

sampling procedure involved stratified and cluster sampling methods. Each

of_-the counties have some special= geographic =or other characteristic that

makes it add a unique dimension for the sampled.areas. For example, Bolivar

County is located in one of the most distinct geographic subregions of the

_State, the Yazoo Basin, or the Mississippi Delta as' it is known culturally.
a a"

This area is -char cterizedtby its ling-lying and sparsely settled rural areas

based on an extensive agriculture ec-onamy. Also this al-tea is tharacterized

by the -eitreme-disparitY in per capita incerres between the affluent land-.

owners, add the imp.overfshed tenant farmers and small landholders.

Hinds=-County was then because.within is located-the-State's

city Jacksdn =arid the =largest -coincentration of pdpulation within the state.,
,Thusi ;Hinds :County-iWas- chosen beCallse.-it is the state's_ most Urbanized county._

Al though the -county is a metropolitan county, it has a sizeable rural populatiUn-
..._.

n-
constituent The per capita income in Hinds County is higher than the state's

average and generally families in Hinds County are kietter off economically.than
. -

in the remainder of the state. This makes the selection of Hinds County impor-k
tant for compar

areas of the state.

g-the -impacts of= the restrictive energy economy with other

Two counties, Leake and Stone, were selected because they are almost

totally rural and have substantively lower levels of economy by all indicators

than the other counties included in the study sample. Both. Leake County and
-4-

Stone County are among the least populated areas of the state. The counties'

were also considered because they have similar characteristics but are located
.

in different areas; Leake is in the central area of the state while Stone is

in the southeast portion. Thus, the geographic contrast is important for the



CoOnty. ;

. .

Table L1: CharactifistiCs of stuffy Areas (Counties

Total' .

Fopul atjori

(1970)
Non-White _ Urbane

Families Below
Poverty Level.'

(1969)-

DesotO.

Lauderdale

-cake

Marshall

Pke

Stand '81,-101.

in'ds
"

H 7- 4; 9 73

Bol

23.2 37.0 23.4

1 .

.-Source: Mississippi Research and Development Center, Handbook of Selected Data for flissi_ssippv,(Jackson, MS.- 11978).
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impacts f the restrtctive energy oho.o gy e

Lauderdale 'County was -- chosen because it contains the statePS'seton

largest single urban= area, the City of Meridian. Lauderdale County, -dike

Hinds County, has a sizeable ruraT 'population although -it fs considered an

urbanized county. Li kewi se ,- it has higher= level economy as -a result of

ur6anization. Lauderdaly County-is located in the east central portion of

the state..4- Here again, its geographtcal location offers- another perspettive,

for comparison purposes with the other counties intluded in_ the sample.

:NO other counties in, the-StUdy Marshall- and _Cei:Ito a were chosen al-?`o

because of their locations within the state and because of their unique

charatteristici. Theie adjacent counties are located in the northwest corner

of the state and have distinct contrasting characteristics in social and eco-

nomic- conditionsj 'Desoto Ctiunty is- a metropolitan- count/ 'asa-Siiburban

_of the Memphis, Tenneuee.Standard Metro-Olitan Statistical Area. Thus,

Desoto CoUnty- has-a viable economic Marshall County on the other hand

is mainly rural with a lower level economy -and a- high proportion St-non-white

population. In fact; Marshall and Bolivar counties have higher percentages-

of -_non-white population than ,any_ of the other counties in the study. The
. . ... .
slate's total -proportion of non-white is-- appftiimately-39 percent, whereas_

bpth these counties Have approxiMately 62 percent Of their total-}population-

as- nonwhites.

-The final county included in-the study was pike which is located. in the

southwest portion of the_state. -Pike= :County-contains one.-of the state's

sizeable urban centers McComb especially in this area of the state

Still,_ the county is mainly rural with approximately 6 pe.ent of its popula-

7 tion beitcg', classified_ as rural



The major cri-_ 'o selecting-Tit

repi-esentative geographi c

selected from different areas

d atxpical of rate's n

sssection-of the state.

e state

lect

ThuS7--;7cOunties__Were-

cal

Hence , tifese counties could provideA

necessary- 'contrass -forte comparing-urban.:respondents-with'rural.

whites and lower income respondents with-higher income respondenis.

12). Target Poplations:. The size of the target population from each --

ti on for-

populatiori st

on ,its proportional representationi ih, the state's
_the femile and-elderly households and the state total-

ace. ncome levels and rural or urban residency.

A detailed distribution county's representation in the total -population

sample is shown in Table 1.2_ and for the female and elderly headed households

_in Table 1.4.- It---1-roald be-noted _al so that emale and elderly : -households are
Jincluded in the general population same since they constitute a large propor-

tidon of the general population of Mississippi. However,

household sample consists exclusively of female and tilde

The total population sample was calculated toinclude 1,2951r

emaTe and elderly

the female and elderly:sample includes 1,156. The female and erIy saMole -

is statistically larger than would be required for reliability: However.

sample is,tfiis. size to - insure reliability since this grhup had

larger number of missing responses -orir.several ley questions. A = lar=ger sample

was taken- in =order to maintain 'ierielilify d



-Ta l e= 1.2:
=

portional-SamplelSizes for Total Popula ton Sample By CoUnty, Race
and--Resi_dency--

County
Total Percent of Total -= Blacks Total Total Total-

Respondents Total -Sample (NO-Whites) ;Whites Urban Rural

Bolivar
Desoto

Hinds

Lauderdele
Leake

Marshall fi

Pike

Stone

120#

100

691

29

-100

95

28

7.3
2.2

71(59-.2 )a

'47(47:0)
304(43.9).-
581.41.1)

7(35.0)
-68(68.0) -

46(48.4)
6(21.4

49 ('40.8)a

53(53.0
387C56.1)

83(g8.9
13(65

- 52(32.-0
49(51..6)

22(78.6)

0

57

20

576 115

__55

7. =13

24

57--

17T

Tab

Totals` 1,295

ers in paren

100.0 607(46.9 688(53.

eses.represent racial percentage of county totals

e 1.3: Proportional Sample Sizes -for Female an
County. and Race

476_ 4,

Eisierly,Ho-usehold -Sample- By

= .

-Total Pertent of
Total SampleCounter Respondents

Total- al ickt -: -Total
(Nbr-hj-te's). Rhites.

Bolivar -162 14.0
Desoto' 85 7.4,-,
Hinds 473 . 46.9.
Lauderdale 166

Leake 56

Marshall 79

Pike 118

Stone 17

14.4_
4:8
6.8

10.2

1.5

131(80.8)
-43(50.6)

k 304(64.3)
84(50.6)

26 ( 46.4)

52(65.8)
40(33.9)
6(35.3

19

:-42(49.4.
.169(35.-7) ---

8214944)-

36(53.6)

78(66;1)
-11(64.7)-

Totals 1,156
aNumbers in parentheses

686(59.3), .-470(40.7)
present .racial, percentage of county totals



The specific objectives af thi s _Study. as stated in-the introduction are

to assess the impacts of the increasing .Pot `of -energy on female-headed and

elderly persons' households_in-tlississippi an compare these:impabts to

those of the larger population in the state- The research is alto aimed at

derivirig some implications fbr'-alternative public policies relati--ve to the

regulation of energy casts and the provision of energy resources to the.gene-

ral -= population. This literature review will establish a conceptual -framework

to guide the analysis of, data froin which policy -implications

Public Pol ity Di lemma

e ensuing restrictive energy economy have prompted

some scholars of public p icy analisis to adopt,the position that it-may not=

be the scarcity or abundande of eneP

future insofar as energy matters are

ources that will ultimately determine

oncerned. Rather it-may well be

the appropriateness o inappropriateness of the energy rejated public polidies

that are adopted-that will determine whether or. not our ssociety will continue

to thrive.' It these policies are to be adequate they must address -a broader

area or arena of public-concerns -that has been the case heretofore. For-

t
example, such issues as environmental concerns,sotial- justice 'and equity, the

conservation =of scarce resources; and protection from technological catastrophe
='.

must be considered vital to any aOropriate policies dealing with the resolution

of the energy problem. One author pas sUmmarized this dilemma rather concisely



"The, record_ is clear- that= Western society -. has -14 via
the dream-that progress and consumption Are synonymous
and -from A t evolves- the elimination of scarcity. It
seems for the moment...that time has caught up,with
the dream, and its exposure brings us_ sparely to the
issue of_ our economic. values and our affluent may-- of
life."1

Heretofore, most of our energy policies have:_beeh based_on the techno-

logi=cal' necessities- pf increasing energy production.,=or what has been termed

technological fi xes" with, -few requi rements fa-- 1 i fest I e changes. However,

the technological fixes have resulted in further scarcity and..hiaher costs for

energy and, other goods .although they have provided limi fed growth in available

energy supply.
2

the energy-policy arena, the rules have been mai ly determined-by

corporate decisions
a

that have;attempted to reflect the pr Jectethresponses of

-the_marketplace. The :government's role'habeen limited most entirely to

the managetent of publicly-owned energy, esources limited retaliations of

utilities, price controil. on certain enemy forms : and the- °visions of incen-

tives for_increased 'production through tax poll-cies. It .is t difficult to
-=see- that the public has been the-loser in this arena, and

4
derly househOl ds on fixed incomes `, and -other soci,a.lay and r conomi cal ly

severely impacted

a

the poor, the

disadvantaged segment's of_the population have been the most

-by this unplanhed policyniaking schematic. Specifically, eadillac drivers

benefit ar more from price controls on oil and gasoline than do bus riders

while producers of oil and gas are going "to continue to reap exorbitant

1Walter F. Scheffer, "Energy Public Policy, an Administration", in
Walter F. Scheffer, (ed.), Ener I .acts on -Public Policy .and Administration,
(Norman, Oklahoma: University of Oklahoma Press, 1976) p. 5.

DoO Kash, "Energy in the 1970's--The Proble of Abundance to Scarcity ",
in Walter F. Scheffer (ed ), Energy Impacts on Publ, Policy and AdministratIon,
Ibid. p. 27.



benefits whether or not-import quotasare imposed or price Controls_ are

imposed.

The questions of social justice and equity in the adoption and imple-_

mentation of energy policies will continue to pose severe problems for policy-
.-_

makers.- On the other -hand there have been attempts to alleviate the burdens
g

of high energy costs to the disadvantaged through policies and programs.

Policyrnakers have realized that such programs represent costs.to_the affluent

and the producers -of-%nergy through intreased-taxes, 'higher prices and -reduced

profits. Thus, Considering that the technological proglems of providing ade-
.

iva;e energy resources can bejolved, the adequacy of energy policies may well

be udged on how well they, address the social justice and equity issues.

-PUblic Policies-and the Sociall Disadvanta ed

In making public policies reIevant to energy issues, political expediency

has, in many inttancesL, superseded sound.economic principles. Hence, while
'-

policies liye been adopted and programs have been-implemented to relieve the

burdens of higher energy costs for the disadvantaged, _these programs may not

have resulted in highly sionificant impacts on these groups energy consumption

behaviors, Thus, the ultimate beneficiaries of these prbgrams and policies

have been he. producers of energy resources- who gain profits from these

subsidies.

Energy policies aimed at minority and low- income families directly affect

fuel oil dealers, utilities, social service institutions and other elements

- of, the social anki economic systems. On the otherhand-, T"1 and gas price

controls, regulations for conservation-and waste and alternatiVe energy

card M. Brannon, "Taxation and the Political Economy of the EnergyCrisis", in Walter LL- Mead a_nd Albert, E. Utton, eds.), U.S. Energy Poligx,
(Canbridge, Massachusetts: Ballinger Publishing Company, 1978) pp. 124-125.



_
incentives affect the energy-industry and its interactions with low-income .

4minority and other disadvantage consumers. An,assessment of-the_ changing

energy prices upon the disadvantaged requires an examination of pol-icie

which create conflicts between rapidly, rising household= ne costs and

lagging increases in aggregate household disposable income. Such-policies

complicate the economic situation of the disadvantaget to the extent that

their ability to make essential ustments and transitions necessary to

pursue national energy policy objectives is severely hindered.

Prior to.the Arab Oil bargo of 1973,theoovernment's role in formu-
.

lating energy po.licies had been relegated mainly to regulating natural

monopolie5, granting and withholding -approval of industry-initiated projec

and funding research, and- developnt. The goverment's. role in gformulatin
_

policies relevant to the allocation, and coniumption of energy was for -a:11

practical purpos'es nonexistent. Even after thelenergy-citsis was declining

and the potential devastating impacts that,rapidly increasing energy costs

could have on-findividual consumers, the general public business and industry,

and the total economy had been vividly displayed, policy- makers concerns as=
5indicated in The National Energy Plan were mainly (I) how to increase the

use of abundant domestic energy resources, and (2) how to reduce reliance on

nonrenewable resources by vigorous expansion of the use of renewable and

_essential ly inexhaustible sources- ,of energy. It was not unti l_ the end

the .decade -that pol cymakers realized the socioeconomic implications and public

policy demandt of the energy crisis.

4Lenneal Henderson, "Policy and Socioeconomic Growth in Low Inc me
Coratunities", The Review of Black Political. Economy, 1977 pp. 86-9

5Executive Office of the President, The National Energy Plan, (Washington:
Government-Printing Office, April 29, 1977) pp. 25 -33..-



low incorre-, the elderly.-minori es anti other' socially and economi8ally.

disadvantaged households have been seriously impacted by energy distribution

and pricing policies. This has resulted ai a result of pricing policies
-

which rewarded larger consumers with lower per-unit prices. and because-each
=

unit of energy these groups consumed in their households _cost them.more on

the average compared td- households on all income leveU and for alt groups
,

collectively.
6

The effects of such policies on these groups have been com-

pounded because rising energy gosts affect the prices of other essential goods"

and services (an increased cost of living) which they receive; and they affect

connunity-based and social sigrvice 'institutions that serve these groups. One

such policy is that which allows for utilities to chargb eegressive rates -
%co

whi,ch reward higher-volume users with lower per .unit costs. While studies

have shown that the energy consumption patterns of the poor and socially

disadvantaged are primarily for bare essentials; it has been found that they

continue to.pay more per unit for the energy they consume-
7

Research similar to that,being presented-herein-sugaests that the -cost/

equity problems of energy distribution and consumption for the socially dis-

.advantaged.present several concepts that need to be- considered in energy.
policymaking. For example, any special or remedial energy programs designed

to alleviate the energy-cost burdens= of-the socially disadvantaged should

6
Eunice - S. Grier, Colder. Crisis and Low-Income

Americans: An Anal si
dmi ni strati on. June,

Price. Discrimination:
Edison Domesti
Commis si on, No. 3910,

Lenneal Henderson, "Energy and Social Equity" in Robert Lawrence ed.
New Dimensions to EnergPoli Cy Lexington, Massachusetts: D.C. Heath and
Company, 1 979) p. 146-147.

Darke The Efie

ngton Community Service
77 p. s. so, J Musial, Public Utilities and

"The Need for Non-Promotional Electric Rates in Detroit
assi f cati on ervi ce

anuary apter p.



also seek to reduce their dependency of the government by promoting

enemy- conservation, dnd =effi ciency. Hence, government interventi &II should
)

not shift the burden front the socially disadvantaged to the advantaged and

industry through_ long-term subsidization.

Under the-Carter Administration there was a noted emphasis-on policies

aimed at _alleviating the ener,gy cost burdens of the_poor nd-socially dis-
advantaged threugh energy' assistance program. This,emphasis was based on.

the expectation that a sudden ,and rapid increase in petroleum prices would.
.

haim a disproportionately 'adverse impact on this segment of the popul-atiron.

This policy was implemented through lei-eral programs and agencies -which.

included an EMergency, ,Energy Astistance Proararri= Weatherization through

the Community Services Administration (CSA); the Depaitment of Energy (DOE

he Famer's Nome Administration;_and the Office of Minority Economic Impact

(QMEL), established under section G41 of the National Energy Conservation

Policies Act of 1978. Together these agencies and programs- provided,assiir

twice and resources to- minorities_ and 1 ow,.income groups aiid houeholds

including the -needy el derTy and handl capped.9

Several policies adopted during the Carter Administration had consider-

able effects on the energy costs of the socially disadvantaged.. For example,-.

the Publit Utilities Regulatory Polides Act of 1978-itldressed three ekiergy

,4ricing_prOcedures--that=;hqd significant social requity-impliCatjonst These

procedures were ( average cost pricing, (2) declining bluk rates, and
3) the fuel a ustment clause. Average cost ,pricing provided low -income-

householdi with cheaper natural gas per unit while extracting higher total

8Alfred R. Light, "The.National'Energy Plan, and the Congeess",-in Robert
Lawrence. (ed.) New Dimensions to Ener Polic LexingtOn; Massachusetts:
D.C. Heath and Company.



charges for-more natural' gas' consumed; forcing low-income-consumers t6

conserve or pay higher utility bills. -The declining block rite pricing

structure allows the largest users of enerw =mods and services to receive

the largest-discounts.-- -Thus -the poor-payTmore_per unit because they-use

energy mainly for essential services and-consequently use less energy. The

effects of this policy option is it allows utilities, 4asidize higher-

volume (affluent) energy consumers with the higher rates -charged to lower-
.

vol ume, usual ly lower-income consumers. The fuel adjustment clause is a

policy option that allows utilities to bill customers for _increases in the

.utilities actual or'projected fuel costs without filing for a rate. increase.

The effect of these clauses is they. accelerate the increases in the costs of

energy to the consumers, Cintrjbuting to their inability to keep pace with

rate increases. For the poor, the elderly: handicapped, and other minority

households-that -are disadvantaged, these- energy- pricing -pol-icy structures

prevent serious social equity problems.

Under the Reagan Administration' the perspectives of energy policy have

completely changed. Simply stated, Reagan's economic proposals call for the.

implementation of the economic theory of perfect competition in a market

complicated by the problems of a post-industrial society. Reaaan's social

policy is seemingly based on a philosophy of returning-total responsibility

for_individual_n,d and want satisfaction to the individual and private social

_

institutions. Initially, gan's energy policies soTghtto relieve government

regulations on the energy. industry and-the prdmotion of free market competition.

For example, one of his first moves was, to lift control of domestic oil prices
t-

and the repeal -.of national energy efficien6/ standards for household appliances.

lin summary the Reagan Administrationts energy policies reflect the priorities

research and developent too costly for the private'supporting energy

enneal Henderson Policy and ...Social Equity,, 0 '150-151-.



sector; 2) .ensuring readiness for -further energy Shor falls; and - 31' conducting

energy related national defense activities. Obviously. in thesLpriorities
_ _ _

.

there is-little preference for the concerns _of the socially disadvantaged.

The Impacts of Energy on the DisadEIta
A _number of studies have attempted to measure =the impacts of rising

energy costs:on the. the disadvantaged segment of the population. including

minorities and the elderly. A common objective of these researches has beet"

to determine those impacts that could be addressed through conscious policy-
_

making. Hence, there is still a growing need-for-more studies to be done

along these lines as the prices of energy contibue to increase and continue to

be controlled_ by_factors external-- to the, Ameri can_government to, _a_ large,J degree._

The findings of these studies as -well as the current research can provide sub-

stantial documentation of policy-needs- to address the problems and issues.of

social equity for all segments of the energy consuming public:

It has been estimated byGrier11 that the poor spent greater than 20 per-
_

,cent of personal incorre on energy. Also, The Bureau of Labor Statistics12 has
isto

-
calculated that low-inc me viduals spend from 16 to 19 percent more of

their disposable income on energy than do higher income groups. Even further,

other studies have substantiated this trend and showed that in some instances

low income e-individuals spend as much as 50 percent of disposable income on

energy.
13

11
Eunice Grier-, "Energy Pricing Policies and the Poor" .in Ellis Case ed.

Energy and Equity, (Washington: Joint Center for Political Studies, 1979) p.

12
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Consumer Expenditure Surve Series, (1972.

and 1973 report) (Washington: Government Printing Olfice, 1976-) pp. 455-458.

13
4

See Lenneal Henderson, "Energy, Urban Policy Rai Socio-Economic Develop-
ment",- The Urban League Review, 1978; Dorothy Newman, Let Them Freeze in the
Dark, (Washigton, D.C.: Federal Energy Administration, A-75id Barry
tommoner, "Energy and Economic Justice", The Crisis, 1980.

19



Disposable income- , which can be defined generallY a composite measure

of indivithra-Us spending power, has become widely used a measure for
=

comparing the impacts of. the restrictive energy economy on various groups.

However, it has been found from several studies that otter factors beside

percentage disposable income can be used as effective niasures and indicators

of impacts. For example, Donnermyer14 in 1978 found tht social status.
income and education together were significant in expla-Ening the amount of

energy consumed by households. However, the single bes indicator he found

was the size of housing. He also found that favorable attitudes toward energy

conservation had little effect on consumptiotT behavior any groups.

In recent years stricter regulations for the adopti on of energy conser-

vation measures have become a primary policy option to r-aelieve the impacts of

the restrictive energy- economy Waver, for the effect_s of this option to be

fully real ized reqUi res that public attitudes and behavi ors are si gni fi cantly

altered. It has been indicated by Cetron and Coates15 tilat _Tow cost of energy

in the context of an affltrent society means that energy conservation as a

general practice has been a minor consideration in deternining lifestyle even

for -the poor-and otherwise disadvantaged. Thus , many . fe1 that regardless to

their conservation efforts, the price of energy will be ittle affected. How-

ever, it has been found that higher energy costs have ha- profound effects on

individuals' expectations about the future, and their .corlsumption patterns-of

energy-using goods. In other words, the higher costs of energy have begun to

14Joseph F. Donnerrr'er, "Social Status and Attitudirnal Predictors of
Residential Energy _Consumption", paper presented at the imnnUal Meeting of the
North Central Sociological Association, Cincinnati,1Thio ]978.

15 Marvin J. Cetron and Mary. T. Coates4 En
Energy Problem (Lexington, Mass achigetts: D. C.

and S
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Sri ca iff all status ievels aware of the-ener-gy efficiency of the goo
16they- bum -:

T'Ahe-imacts of increasing energy = costs on the socially and= economically
=

ditadv-rdantaged have gainechconsiderable attention over the lases few years;

espei- 'ally since several publicly supported131-ograrrs have been -implemented_to

help aiorlleviate their energy, burdens. The reality of this situation has been -

that =hose who could least afford to be affected by increasin-gcosts of

energy have been the hardest hit by energy colt increases, e.g. the poor, the

eldeply, minorities, and those households on public-assistance and fixed

incornests. At the sane time, these households have been under increased public

prey# utrres= to pay for the energy they consume which = is increasingly taking a

largQr proportion of their income s. 17 *

merits

e

Pmrevious research has shown overmhelmingly that the disadvantaged seg-

onrof. the population Use a larger portion of the v.disposable household

inCbrile on essential energy. _It is also

that tlzinese same groups are using relatively more energy per unit

space ats a result of the substandard conditions in which they _i

coming sybstantiallyc documented

their fforts at energy conservation are almost fruitless in terms of realized
savine in energy costs. Yet, they enjoy fewer of the luxuries of energy

using f"re-atures in their households such as_ automatic washers and_dryers _

dishwshers, and cen-tral air and heating systems. 18

16 5..lame Toole, Ener and Social Change,
The MiTT Press 1976)' pp. 7 77.

177Lenneal Henderson, "Managi g an Uncertain Future" The Crisis,
arch, 1980), pp. 83-85.

8Frank L. Altman, "Rising Fuel Prices and Low-Income Homeowners: An
Analysis s of Public Policy, Programs and Options (Mimeographed), Minneapolis
Mi nnevrota, 1980.
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or a larger. segment of the-socially and econordically disadvantaged the

increasing costs of = energy have triggered a chain reaction 'of negative effetts-
_

tha are related. 13 Flit example, -they have been:forced to redticetheir

times on food and needea-medical care. 4till their total household costs'for

essentials food, shelter, medical care and-energy continue to exceed_ eir

total disposable income by more than ten (10) percent. Hence,-some families -

are having to go into debt to maintain a substandard level of consumption of

the basic essentials of livelihood.
19

Meanwhile, the socially and economically disadvantaged have been most

severely impacted in other aspects as indirect effects of the increasing costs

of energy- It is generally accepted that unemployment related toincreased

energy- costs has had the greatest -effects on those who could least afford to

be unemployed. For example, it has been estimated that during the peak of the

aftermath of the energy crisis 1976 to 1978-- more than one million jobs were-

>
lost during -the natural gas shortages of the winters of 1976-77 and-1977-78;

more than 400.000 of these were held by women and minorities.
20

However, these

impacts have,been more longlasting and perhaps more severe than any other.

There are no definitive estimations of the long-term unemployment these groups

have incurred as the results of business failures-,-.-closings, layoffs, etc.,.

that _were :the.,direct_re-sults_ of -ased energy ..tosts_beyond_the_-_ranget-o.

aff-ability.of small and marginal:business.

pi ven these conceptual. and policy implication alternatives , the -current

-research i adding to the empirical -evidence- that will seek to

-sol i di fy-- a .,set of, -pol icy options that have *s 1 gni fi cant -impacts on the

ErneSt Wilkins, Jr., "Energy Problems and Alternatives" The Crjsis,
13o13 g..

Menders on '1280 .Op. --el t,

22



plight -of the di sadvantaged:: These ! options_ m pin f ude such- Measuees as

(1) rTgo enf4rcement of gptimurtrx---_6onservati on -treasures ; stimulating

ing i` existing ldw-in.cone rental housing= by imposing_ stricter

housing quality standards On rental properties intended for the disadvantaged;-

and_(4)1the ltiicter regulation of menergy_efficiency-in housetold ener



Comparative_Descripti on_

The subsequent sections
T:=

of Samples' Characteristics

of this report are based on the analyses of data

derived from the two esamples mentioned in-the introductory chapter the tont

state population sample and the female-headed and elderly headed.hbuseholds

sample. This section of the report provides a comparative description of

the two population samples on those pertinent variables that portray their

socioeconomic, demographic, and e ergy consumption characteristics, milari-
r.

-tiesand differences. = Frequency distributions -and-distributional-analyses-am

used to depict these characteristics and to Portray the similarities. and

dif=ferences between the two samples.

For the purpose of d scribing ,and comparing the tvuo samples on

.111

.

s ocio-

economic and demographic aracteristics, a number of variables have been

selected relating to those factors.which best depict and discern their

particular characteristies. The, summary tables and narrative that follow

provide the necessary explanations of these_characteristics and_details.

A. Race, Sex and Age of Respondents

Both the total population sample and the female-headed and elderly-headed

households sample were designed to sect respondents in proportion to the spec-
.

ific racial compositions bf the sampled counties in each instance. Thus, the

racial composition of the samples reflect the representative proportions of the

racial characteristics of the counties' total population. For the total pop-

lation sample, white respondents make up the majority since, whites are the rivi-r

ority population' for the state's total population and for the sampled counties'



population. However, for th _female, and elderlyheaded household' sample,

black respondnts are the ina,ority as _expected .sinceiblack female-_-_keaded

households far outnumber whilMe -female-headed households in the stte. Never

theless._ white elderly_-headd households outnumber black elderly headed

-households in they -state and n the sampled cbuntfes. table -3.-1 sMaws the

distribution of respondents y race foi: the two pop ation sample.

sPoncier7nts: Total _Populati on., and Female _and= Elderly
lic=uSeholds' Samples--

Total Population 'Fernatlel ElderlY
Race -of Ret orient l _Saaple Houeholds' Sample

Although the sex of the male and elderly hous olds' sample was over

whelmingly dominated by feral -si-e respondents, a considerable proporti on of the

respondents in the sample are elderly malhousehold heads. On thr other hand,

rriAle respondents are almest p-_-roportioned to their representation in the total

population -sample as indicate in Table .3.2

3.4



s

Tab ..Sex.of- Respondents in Total _Population and Female an,xcl-Elderly:
Households' ampler

--=

--s

Sex of Respondent
Total Pdpulation

Sample
Feria -`a1 e & El derly

HouSealiolds' -Sample

Number % of Total Number % of Total

798 f 38.4 904

497 61.6

-1. Female

Male

I e female-and-elderly-headed households' sample-was-preOona4nated-by-resPon-
-

dents over '65 years of age because of the preponderance 'of hoisiseilds that were

headed by females who were also elderly. z Thus, given thestima armed cost con-

straints of this research it was impossible to control for this lenient suffi-

ciehtly to reduce the propokion of the represented by thiEs croup. In

th9 total population sample however, a mcfre normal age distribuion--o-ftiouse-
hold heads i is represented with the majority of respondents betwen the ages of

25 to 54 years -Table-3,3 presents the -age of.respondents

for the two samples.

Table Age Distribution of 'Respondents for Total Population and Female &
Elderly. Samples

Category
Total Population

Number

Less than 24 years 87
2.529 years 195
30-34 years 191
35-49 years 391 ..

50-54 years 132
55-59 years 90
50-64 years . 81 -
65 years and above 128

female .8( --Erderlye.
Sa0ple Households=' Sam le

% of Total

6.8
15.1
14.7
30.2
10.2
6.9
6.3
9.8

Number % of Total

44 3.8
63
61

100
'4
33

164
.647

5.4
5.3
8.7
3.8
2.9

14.2
55.9

Totals



Ec ucation Income and Marital Status of RespOndents

--_r=adtication _levels, household income lever and maritol status ".are -always:--=

impor__nt inditators of socioeconomic characteristics. In the-two population

sail that are used in this research their importance -is of no less magni-

tude tFlian -in- other _sociological_ research. In latertanalyset it will be

shown lactiorthese characteristics are important correlates to energy consump-

tion ttiehavior, conservation behaviors and serceptions and attitudes toward

energy policies_and regulatory frameworks- This section describes and corn-
_

pares -lavo samples on these three characteristics.

3-1 education levels of the respondents as indicated by the variable,

years_ schooling completed,_the two_sample distributionsIshow -

in some categories and obvious differences in others. For example, the total

population sample distribution on this variable shows that the majority

(83.8 inercent) of the respondents have a high school education or -beyond.

The female and elderly head households' sample; howev r, has the -majority of

responcents (74.0) percent) with a high school education or less. A compari-

son of the distributions-of the two samples on education level is shown in

Table The female and elderly households' sample shows, as i usual,

that this segment of the population has a lower educationaLl attainment level.

This f.. cotr is signiftly related to their socioeconomic level

Table 3L. 41 Education' Leyel of' Respondent for Total .PopUlati oh anet. Female
ElderlY_HouSehol ds SaMpi es

Educat-ii on Level.

Pie Schcoli
1 to 6 years - ( El e:-

Muni or High
Seni or Ili gin

Junior College
Beni or Col lege,
Beyond 4 years college

Total Population-
-Sample

Number

24
77

105
413
221
178
277

% of Total

Female & Elderly
Households' = Sample k.

Number %'of Total

1.8 68 5.9
5.9 214 18.5
8.1 215 18.6

31.9 358 31.0
17.1 101 8.7
13.7 82 7.1
21.5 118 10.2

Totals 1,295. .10-0 1,156 100



The distributions of _household income levels for the two sathples reflect

their-leVels of-educational-ettainthent. =--For eXample, the _femaler and eldérly
r

_

_- respondents are overwhelmingly- represented -in the' lowest income level :whereas

the total population has a more evenly =spread-distribution of household

incomes over the various gories. These data are shown explicitly in

Table 3.5.

Table 3.5: Household Income Levels of Total Population and Female & Elderly
Households' Samples

Income Category

Less than $5,000

$5.000 - $7,999

$8,000 - $10,999

$11,000 - $13,999

$14,000 -- $16;999

$17,600 - $19,999

$20,000 - $22,999

$23,000 - $25,999

$26,000 and above

Totals

Total Population Female & El derly
Sample -%.,Households' Sample-

Number % of Total litimber %- of Total

179 -13.9
-

66p 56.2

149 11.5 188 16.3

/ 155 12.0 110 9.5

142 11.0 66 5.7

121 4-.-3 37 = -3.2

119 r 9.2 39 3.4
-133 =

AL
10.3 23 2.0

- 100 7.7 15 1.3

i196. 15-1 28 2.4

1,295 100 1,156 100

The relationship between education level, household income level and marital

status are clearly indicategl in the two population samples; especially as

these variables relate to the households' socioeconomic status. Generally,

households with both spouses present have a hi gher socioeconomic status.

While it was expected that the female and elderly headed households would

be dominated by one-person heads of households, it was not uncommon-to find

among this sample households where two heads (male and female) were present

either as live-in_ mates or in other circumstances. In fact, in this sample
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of female and elderly headed households this was the case with 18,3 percen

212) of the respondents. However, it was expected that a considerable

portion of the elderly:headed households_ would have bothispoLises present-.

Marital Status distributions of the two samples can be-computed from th

data.presented in Table 3.6 that follows.

Table 3.6 Marital Status of Respoddents -for Total Population and emale &_
Elderly_Households Sa les

Marital Status

)
Total Population- Female & Elderly

Sample -Flouseholds' Sample

of Total Number % of TotalNumber

Never Married = 9

Married
Widowed

Divorced
Separated

7.5

919 .71.0

127 9.8

103 8.0

47 3.6

332 28.7

488 42,2

12.2

4.8

2g 100 1,156 100

Employment and Occupational Status of Respondents

The employment and-occupational status of respondents undoubtedly have

some bearings on their energy cdnsurription-and conservation behaviors. l hus,

it is important to, compare these characteristics of the two- sampled groupsc

Respondents were asked to indfcate whether they were presently employed, un-

employed, retired;or laid-off' 'likewise, they were asked to indicate what

their usual occupations were even if unemployed, laid-off or retired. As was

expected, a -larger proportion, of the female and elderly households' respon-
_

dent% were either unemployed or laid-off opposed to the larger population

Similarly, a large proportion of the female respondents had never worked at

all, thus, they' ated no usual __occupation. Tables 3.7 and 3 8 below show



the distribations of respondents' emplo

for the two Sample's 'respective

Table- 3.

_status and occupationa

Employment Status of Respondents for Total Population and Female &
Elderly Households Samples

Employment_ Status

Never Employed

Employed

Unemployed

Total Population
Sample

Number % of. Total

101

-.390

137

7.8

68.7

10.6

Female &=- Elderly
Households'. Sample

Number.

403 34.9
286 24.7

70 6.1
31.7
2.6

of _Total

_ _ _ _ _Retired 134 1.0.3_ 366. --
Laid-Off 33.6 31

Occupational Status .of Respondents for_
: Elderly Households Samples

Total -PopulatiPn and --Femal e

Occupation Type
Total . POpul ati on Female &.- Elderly

ample ''HoUteholds

Number % of Total Number f Total

No occupation indicated 212 16.4 662 57.3
Professional- Technical 394 30.4 142- 12.3
Managers (Administrators) 107 8.3 35
Sales Workers 64 4.9 31 2.7
Clerical Workers 126 9.7 65 .6
Craft and Kindred (Skilled) 95 7.3 33 2.9
Operatives (except transportation) 45 3.5 12 1.0
Transportation Operatives 26 2.0 5 0.4
Non-Farm Laborers 28 2.2 15 1.3
Private Household Workers 30 2.3 22 '1.9
Farm. Workers 66 5.1 58 - . 5.0
Others 102 7.9 76 6.6



Si zes -of Families of Respondents

The =find -socioeconomic end demographic varaible that is compared for

the respondents in the two samples-is the number of children -living with

the respondentS. This variable is used tboughout this research report as--

an indicator of the size of the respiidents' fanilies. Thus, the charac-,

teristics and distribution of this variable has significant implications-

on the respondents' energy consumption levels las will be shown in later

analyses. There,are pronounced differences in the nurrbers of children living

with the respondents in the two samples as indicated in the Jtistributions

in Table 3.9 that follows. For example, in the female and elderly house-

--(79--.9 pertent)' had two-chil-
.

dren or less living in their, households.- Qrhe other hand, in, the total

population samOle, the vast majority of respondents (93.8 percent)' had four

children or less -living in their households with the mean being about two

children in the household.

le-the-vast-malority-of -respondeff

Table 3.9 Number of Children -in the Households for Respondents in the Two
Samples

NuMer of Children
Total Pcipilation

Sample

Number. % of Total.

Female & i Elderly
Households -Samples,

Number % of Total

None.
One
Two
Three
Four

--El ye
Six
Seven
Eight
Nine or more

25.6
27.4
18.7
13.9
8.2
4.3
1.1
0.5
0.2
0.2

229
624
70

59
63
32
'5

I

4

Totals 1,295-
-,

;9 .8

54.0

5.4
2.8

0.1
0.3

6 100
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Housind-and Tenancy Characteristics of Respondents a

This section o Vie report is-_alsoipresented as_ reference ,for subse-.

quest _ analyses that will analyze the relationships between housing charac-.

teristics of the respondents and their energy consumption aspects and

behavior-. Thus, the pertinent aspects of housing and tenancy that are com-

-pared for the two samples inplude the type of dwelling, number of rooms in-

the dwelling, approxfmate age of the dwelling,and whether the respondent

owns or rents the dwelling unit.

A. Type and Characteristits of Dwelling Units

iq Mississippi in general, single family dwelling units are the predomi-,

nanttype for most families regardless to-their-socioeconomic and demographic`

characteristics. Historically, the state's population was predominantly rural

and agricultural. Thus, this low-density population did 'not lend to the sub-
"-

stantial development of multi-family. dwelling units. This was true in the

cities and small towns in the state as well as the rural villages arid the open

country. Even in the cities and small towns tract= houses of single family

types were: developed for low-inco ne famili s in preference to apartments or,

other types of multiple family uni Thus, -,the results of the following- dis-

tributions for the two samples on type of dwelling reflect-this preponderence

of single family dwelling.



g Oni s t for- Respondents -in the- Trip Sampl es-

Total Topulation
ampie

Number % of Total

Apakme
Duplex

Single Dolling On

Mobile House

. Other

130 10.0

38 2.9

989 76.4

6.6

4. 1

86

52

Totals 1,285- 100

255 22. 1

31 2.7

768 66.4

4.0

56 4.8

-1,156- 100,

.
Another indicator of the type of housing which shows some relationship

, .

.
to the energy using characteristics and efficiency of the Housing is the con-

-,

struction materials of the exterior: . In Mississippi historically, the wood-

=f ram

A

he errs of-residential dwelling. units , especial ly

for- the single family structure. Also, traditionally, brick homes were

affordable only to the affluent. _Only during the last two decades since 1960

ha've brick dwellings become commonplace among those_ families at the lower

level of socioeconomic status as federal housing martgage programs became

acdessible to those segments of the population. The_ data from :the_ current _

samples of the population as presented in Table 3.11 show the predominance

of woodframe and brick structures as the principal types

for the respondents in the two samples.



Table Type -eri or-

Material

nstruction ±Materials= of Sample& Respondents
Daellings

Total--- Population

'Savoie

Number % of Total

gemale & Elderly
Sample

Nurrtier % of Total

Bricks- 587 45.3 369 31.9

Cinder- Blacks 19 . 1.5 56 4.8

Wood frame/siding .449 34.7 521 45.1

Masonite Board - 20 _ 1.5 21 1.8

Asbestos Siding
_-

1 6.3 81 7.0

Metal Siding 82 6.3 46 4.0

Two or More 44 3.4 33 2.9

Other _13 = __ __ ___- AL 29 2.5

Also the above d ibutionS show that the economically and socially dis-

advantaged - the female and elderly headed households T continue to occupy

the less substantial housing; 68 percent in housing other than brick struc-

ture compared to 55 percent for the total population.

Tenancy Ohatracteristics

The tenancy characteristic of the respondent (whether own or rent dwell-

ing) is also a significant aspect relative to energy consumption and energy
. .

efficiency. Generally, homeowners are more responsive to en,r9y conservation .

and also make more efforts to improve energy efficiency in their dwellings

than do enters. Nence,it is interesting to compare the tenancy characterise-

tics of respondents-in the two samples as in Table 3.12.



Table 3.12, - Tenancy Characteristics' of Respondents in the Two Samples

-Tenancy-
- -=-Female -& El derly

_Households 'S apple

Number - -% of Total- Number. f Tata

728- 63.0
428 37.0

,156 100

Size'and Age of Dwelling Units

The _s ze ,of dwel ling_units,Af_the .-respondents,provi des= another, di

nating variable that has relationship to energy consumption. Although the,

size of dwelling units as indicated by the respondents is a best guess'

approximation, it provides a complimentary means of differentiating housing

characteristics between the sampled groups when combined with other housing

characteristic variables. Even as approximations of dwelling unit size, the

information obtained clearly indicates that-the female and elderly headed_

households occupy housing that is considerably smaller than that Of the gene-

ral population. Two measures -were used in assessing housing size -- approxi-.

mate-size of-house in square feet and the number of rooms. Tables 3.13 and

14 show the comparative distributions of these variables for the two

samples.
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Table 3.13: ApproyAmate Size of Dwelling Units for the Twa Sampled
Populations' Respondents

Size- Category
Total Population

Sample
Female & Elderly

Households Sample --

Number % of Total Number Of Total

don't- know 41
Under 500 sq. ft. .117
501 to 1000 sq. ft. 333
1001 to 1999 sq. ft. 53
over 2000 sq 270

Table 3.14: Numtre of Rooms in Dwelling Uni
Respondents

Number of_
TataT Population Female & Elderly

Sample Households Sample

Number
47,7-7r--

% of Total Number

One 45 3.5 73
Two 55 4.3 54
Three- 100 7.7 84

76 5.9 209
Fi 206 _- 15.9 224
Six 805 62.2 486

,;-Sev$r1". .0 13

Eight 4 .3 9

Nine nr more -.2

Totals 1 295 100 1,156

of Total

6.3
4.7
7.3

18.1
19.4
42.0

1.1

100

6

.45



The age o del l ing Onits =also provides a signi fi cant variable for dis-

criminating the energy consumption characteristics of tespondents, For

example., generally the socially and economically disadvantaged occupy the

older housing. Such housing is usually-more deficient in6energy' efficiency
aspects such as insulation, storm

Thus, it is important for the age

elderly headed households and the

this comparison.

Table 3:15: ge of Housing Units

doors and windows, -weatherstripping, etc.

of housing to be compared for female and

general population. Table 3. 5 presents

Or Respondents-in he-Tio Sampled Popula ions

__Age of- Housing_
Total Population

Sample

Number % of Total

Female & Elderly
Households -Sample--

.Number % of Total

Less than 2 yea

2_to3 years 11 months

4 to 5 years 11 months 96

to 7 years 11,months- 117

8' to9 years 11 months 129

10 years and older

'83

52

5.4

4.0

7.4

La
10.0

63.2

12

52 4-5

53 4.5

82

Totals 1 155 100

Ene Conusmition Characte stics

This section compares the essential energy using characteristics oftthe

respondents in the two samples on :their primary energy '.sources. Specifically,

their types of systems and energy sources are compared for home heating and

cooling, cooking and water heating. Defferences in the types of systems and

the primary energy used for these systems are considered-to be important in



-determining differences -in-Cottt'-.of household energy When combined with =

housing characteristics and socioeconomic and demographic-characteristics.

A. Primary Systems and Energy Sources for Heating, Cooling, Cooking and
Water Heating

=

A comparison of the diversity in types of systems for primary heating,

cooling and cooking, and water heating, although it may show some pertinent

implications for potential energy consumption by households.in the sample

groups being compared, this comparison alone does not indicate anything about

energy efficiency or cost efficiency alone. Thus, later analyses will show

the pertinent relationships between these and other variables that will indi-

cate how the use of different primary systems by the households differentiate

the sample groups in tern s of energy costs and impacts. Nevertheless, a des-
_

criptive comparison of the samPle groups is appropriate as a general descrip-

tion of the samples on energy consumption characteristics. =

For primary heating and cooling for both the total population sample and_

the _female and elderly households sample, two systems were used by the majority

of respondents 7 a central heating and cooling systetit and portablre space

heaters. Specifically, 37 percent of the female and elderly sample respon-
__

dents and 49 percent Of the total population sample respondents utilize a

central system for primary heating: 28 percent and 42 percent of the respon:

dents in the respective sample correspondingly. use a central system for

primary cooling. As primary heating systems, portable space heatei's were

used primarily by 35 percent of the female and elderly households and by 20

percent of the total sample respondents. The remaining respondents in-both

- samples were fairly.. evenly -distributed- over the remaining -choices for heat

ing However,

. .--,--
- .

window air-conditioning'systems.andfans-were the second and

third Major' systems for cooling for respondents in both .samples\1total.

population saMple window air tonditi oni hg 30 percent of respondents, fans
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14 percept female and elderly SampTe; window air conditioning = 27 percent of

respondents, fans 27.3 percen

Table 3.16-- Primary Heiting and. Cooling Systems' for Total Population and
Female/Elderly households Samples

Primary He t ng
Total Population

Sample
emale/Elderly

Households Samele

Number of Total Number-, of 'Total

Central system 633 48.9 428 87:0

Fluc system 62 '4.8 51..4'
Portable heaters 255 19.7 406 35.1

No regular system 22 1, 7. 23 2.0

Supplementary heaters 45 38 3.3

Firepface/woodneaters 58 4.5 0 4.3
Floor furnace 52 4.b '' 43 3.7.
2 or more 148 11.4 51 5.3
no r6sponse 20 1, 5 56 n 4.9.

Totals 1,295 100 1,156 100.

Total Population Female/Elderly
,Primary Cooling ample Households Sample

Number % of Total Number of Total

Central system 542 41.9 328 28.4

Window air units 394 XL4 307 26.6

Fans 178 13.7 316 27.3

Other -35 2.7. 26 2.2

2 or more 93 7.2 60 5.2

no response 53 4.1, 119 10.3

Totals 1,295 100 1,156 100

Table 3.16 shows the relative distributions of the respondents from. the two

samples on the -primary types of heating and cooling systems.



he comparative distriblitions of energy sources as depicted in.Table 3 17

y indicate ;the dependence of Mississippi's residents on natural gas and

electricity a their primary sources of energy. Thus, significant changes in

the costs and prices of these energy sources could have profound effects on

the economy of the state as well as the economics of individual households

within the state. Again the pertinent impacts and relationshipsof these

distributions to other variables will be discussed in 'later analyses in this



of Eerg.if Used by` Pon-dentsTfor eating, -COOkin ooling'.and_Water-Heating

Law Total Population Female/Elderly

SaT1L_ Sagle_
Water Water

[Ming_ Coolinq Cooking. Heating Heating coating 'Cooking Heating

% #_ % % # _% # % # % 4 %

Natural gas 660 51.0 54 2 543 41.9 579 44.7 612 52.9 45 1.9 513 44.4 572 49.5

Bottled Butane 204 15.8 36 2.8 210 16.2 143 11.1 129 11.2 30 2.6 165 14.3 127 11.0
or LP

Wood

Electricity

I

Other (keroseges.

coal.t. tilt ,etc.)

8.2

2 or more

no. response.

23 L 8 1 1.6 17 15

96 7.5 40 3.1 14 L1 58 5.0 25 2.2 12 L 1

35 2.7 120 9.3 4-35 2.7 24 1.9 55 4.8 20.2 5

2.7



Comparati ye Energy_ Costs- and Energy _Using FeatUres-

A better- indication-and compari.son of energy consumDtion for the two msa-

Ples are gained by comparing their specific -costs for the various enemy

sources. In fact, such a

dissimilar on the average

course costs during 1980,

housing conditions, family sizes and other socioeconomic and demographic

comparison indicates that the two sampled groups

absolute amounts spent on their variou's energy

regardless to their differences in size Of housin

aspects. For example, it is found that thre is a significant difference in

the.mean values paid for electricity per month in 1980 by respondents in the

total population sample and the female and elderly household sample. Specif-

ically, the mean absolute amounts paid- for electricity per month for the two __ _for

samples were $55.80! for the total population sample respondents- and $48.00

for the female and elderly respondents. At the`.01 level of significance

these-meanvalues are sIgni-ficantly -differetiiidicating-that compared -to

the larger population, the female and elderly households are paying signifi

cantly smaller amounts for electricity in actual amounts. However, this com-

parison does not consider average differences in proportions of disposable

incomes wo amled

The data further indicate by comparison that a larger Proportion of the

-female-and elderly sample-respondents areipaying less than 100 per-month
I

on-

the average,for electricity than the total population sample respondents

94 percent versus 89 percent. Again, these sample proportions are signifi

cantly different at the .01 level of significance.

A similar comparison of mean' cost per month, for natural gas for the two

samples also indicated that the total population respondents were paying sig-

nificantly larger absolute amounts per month for natural

\

. _

al gas in 1980 than the

female and elderly households. The mean average amounts paid for natural gas

by the two sample respondents were $49.00 and $41.00 respectively, which



represented significant mean differences at the .01 level of significance.

However, there was no significance difference in the proportions of the two

samples paying under $100.00 per month for natural gas iv 1980. Bah sample

groups had 94 percent of the respondents paying less than $100.00 per month

for-natural gas in 1986.

It should be remembered, however, -that in,these cbmparlsOns tfieresul

are based on actual amounts paid for household, energy in 1980 rather than

percent of disposable incomes of the respondents. Thus, the only pertinent'

conclusion that can be inferred is that on the average, the female and elderlY-

households are paying significantly smaller absolute amounts for electricity

and natural gas, their primary household energy sources. Yet, .considering

that- their houSehold,incomes are significantly Tower:than that of the larger, g_r;

population (9 percent of female and elderly households with household incomes;

under:$17,000compared_to:5$ percentof-total population households with

-- incomes under $17,000).-thefemale -and elderly:are-paying significantly larger

percentages of disposable incomes for their primary energy sources

ity and natural gas.
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Perspectives on the Analytical Methodological Design

The subsequent analysis of data that address the major research questions

posed in the introduction to this report represent an attempt to derive the

'best explanations of the implications of the data on which these analyses a

based. In developing an analytical methodology for the analyses of data,

several problems were encountered that had to be resolved in order to arrive

at a "best" analytical design. The initial intent was to base the analytical

.;,-----methodelo-frin,:absolute7onergycosts-orAifferentialTeneroy-costs7Of--thF7

respondentS in the sampled groups -as the major dePenient:.VariableS. ThUs,,

the'enalytital desighWould haVebeen used on. direct-lid-ear-a proaches intend7-7

ecrto Show how various characteristics variables of the:sampled groups explained

the differences in energy costs of these groups,' For example, had this approach

been followed, direct linear correlation or regression techniques,could have

been the basis for analyses.

The nature of the data in several instances, however,dictated that this

approach would not have provided. the-best- exPlan-tationS of 'either: the inter-

relationships or differences among and between the various groups. The major

problem in this regard arose because many of the items'of data were either

inally or nominally measured and scaled. Hence, even after recoding, con-

versions or rescaling, the distributions and aspects of these data items did

not lend to direct linear analyses. In order.to circumvent this problem an

indirect linear approach was taken.

The Non-Parametric Synopsis

As mentioned above several of the key variables that were nypothesized

ere based on data thats having main effects cm variations in energy costs



were collec=-ed on either ordinal or-nominal levels of measurement, e.g., house-

hol d ncorne,; education level of _ respondents, size of dwel 1 ing units etc.

Thus; regarcless or recoding or --resealing efforts, it was...impossible to con-

vert these rreasures in such. a wa that they could be used in direct linear

analysis suh as linear regressiennn. Nevertheless, non-parametric correlations

of such dat. give some insight iminto the. nature of relationships -that exist

between aspots neasured on ordisornal and nominal levels in much --the are fashion'

as di rect li near analysis. The eanon-paranietric analysis produces 'ass °dad anal_

carrel ate or' coefficienti pearmamen s r or Kendal l's tan Which are interpreted

analogous to-. the correlation caeficients produced by multiple and biveriate

_corrlation-and-regressiot=.- analyses.

thin-par=-_ametric correlation analys is were used in -.this s a sorting

mechanism to determine the- natur= of relationships between ordinally and

nominally sc tiled variables and interval -level variables in the data se:. This

screening al =-7 owed for expediency in sel aing -variables for subset/tient rulti-

variate analfses. It also- allowd the researchers to examine primary 'elation-

ships among the variables to detrinine preliminary indications of -effects and

implications forithe sampled ..grotip-s :Pertinent- to examine some of these

-primary re-la :=Zionships and, effect= hefore the 'Mil tivari ate-- .analyti cal desthn

is discusseti

The nonpirametric correlation approach- :using the Spearman's r wES-used

ertain the initial relationmships between .energy costs and other :oci o-

economic, ho-Jsing and eneray uSir= g aspects of the comparative sample nips--

the total popznilation sample and t=hhe female .and -elderly household sarnoe.
.. _XSpeci fi cal total energy o-sts -for the respondents for 1981 were cur-

g tiieir costs for electr-1 city, natal-al gas, butane and other types .
el

of energy us--d in the household ate-- indicated. Average household energy costs

per montivwet--e ccrouted in a 5 iili 1 ar fahiori by dividing the total household



energy costs by 12 months to,obtain the -olothly average. These icomp-tated

Variables were then correlated in ,the non-arametric fashion with various=
aspect variables;: The 'aspect- variables =-were ranked according to .the r
assumed effects On energy costs a priori. In other words, the resposes

to these characteristic aspects were recodd so that those aspects WEtrich

were assumed to have the greatest effects ginn energy costs were given high-
_

est rankings before being entered in the cwnrrelation..

Table 4.1 shows the' results of the Soarrran non-parametric carrlation

of energy: cost variables for the two sarnpl groups with those charactkeristic

variables _that had significant correlation with total energy costs 1981

-for-respondents- in -the -sample- groups.

Table 4. 1 Spearman Correlations o Tc=stal Household Energy Cos-t
1981, With Si gni fi cant Houseni1d Characteristics

Variable / with total household energy costs (Monthly, 1981)

Total op elation FernaH e and Elderly
Sa _le

9P

Correlation
0,Coefficient 5igni fi cance

Correl ata- on
Coeffi cint Si gni fi corn

Typeiof dwelling _ .10 .001 .27 001

Ownership type -.16 .001 -.27 .001.

Size-of dwelling .20 .001 .34 01

Number of rooms .001 001

Age of dwelling -.05 .03 .09 .001

Primary heating system -.15 .001

Primary cooling system -.16 001 .06 .05

Type of water heating -09 .001 .001



Althougin all of the correlations are stElgnificant at least at the

level, the smnall coefficient values indicat= that weak relationships exist

between theses characteristic variables and Mhe total-monthly costs of hone-

hold energy For respondents in both samples for 1981. It should be noted,

however, that the age of dwelling unit, pr:immary heating system, primary cool-.

ing system amid type of water heating are neo:latively related to total- house-

hold energy roosts for the total population ample , but positively related for

the female amid elderly household sample. llreuese correlations can be interpreted

to infer tha as these aspects decrease in heir effects on energy costs fcr

the househul=ls, the total cost of energy in=reases. The reverse would be
.

the --case7for---the'-fe.male-and-fel derly-isousehol d Tha --these-:effects: -7-

-increase -so--(=loesthe total energy. costs.

The sigral fi Cant .aspect of this . screeni _g analysts is .the stall: val Lies. o

the carrel ati7 on coefficients which indicate weak relationships between the

aspect variab=les and total energy- costs for Lboth Sample groups. "Thus, this

preliminary screening indicates that song dt-ner mans must be pursued to

assort the stcci.nct causes and effects of vaiations in energy costs and tenr

impacts.

-Multi va a e Implications-for::an-Anal tica

s point two important facts have already been determined relative

to the implic ations of this study 1) There is a si gni fi cant di fference in

the average a'isellute amounts spent on ener costs between households in

general .population when compared to those hoL.-nsehcrlds in the female and

elderly samples (see Section 8, Chapter 3) Ban- fact, when the female heady
.

and elderly hompuseholds are compared an enerm., costs, their average energy

costs in absolute amounts are significantly mess than the larger general

population; 2:j The differences in the v riatf7ons in these energy costs are



not accounted for by socioeco omic, demographic or housing= characteristics =of

the sampled groups in a--direct linear fashion. n other words, the above

analysis using non-parametric correlation shows that-of the housing chardc-

teristics and energy using features variables that were-indicated as.

housing significant relationships to total energy costs for the respondentss

in the two samples, none had even n-moarate relationships to total household

energy costs for either sample.

Considering that the female and elderly households are paying sigqficantly

less in absolute dollar amounts, but relatively more in terms of percentage of

disposable income for their total energy costs; and, considering that neither

--housing-characteristic- energy use variables, nor socioeconomic

And demographic characteristic variables account for: the -major variances, in

energy costs far either the general population 'or the- female andelderly pop0-'

lation, it was pertinent to examine. other features of these groups in a multi-

vaiztate scheme in order to gain more significant ,explanations fo the variances

in -their total energy costs. As a preliminary analytical procedure in a

multivariate format, 5tepwise multiple regression was used.

In using this approach it wasought to determine if the combined effects

of socioeconomic, demodraphic, housing, energy using features and conservation

actions had significant effects on the total energy costs for households in

the two sample groups. Also, it was sought to determine if either of these

charaCteristics would indicate a more significant differential effect on

total energy costs in a multivariate scheme of analysis. Hence computations

were made both of the samplet' respondents
to ascertain measures on the

- following aspects in the respective manners:

.Total. energy,uSingfeaturet-in tbe,houSehbld-(TOTEUF) --,comptited-
by summ,ing alLeriergyusingfeatures indicated on the survey.
qUestionnairerlseeappendiOstions



2.- Total single 'actiods to conserve energy or reduce-ener Costs
ToTsmAy--combuted by sommring_all one-time actions that have-

, been indicated-by:reSpondentsas-being taken to reduce energy
consumption and energy costs (see appendix questions 39.a-thru

Total repeated actions to conserve energy or reduce energy costs
TOTRAC) --Computed by summing all actions indicated by respon-

dents is being taken to reduce energy consumption and energy
costs (see appendix questions 45 thru 62).-

In addition to these computed variables, age of dwelling units (VAR036),

number of children in household (VAR017),-household income (VAR022), educa-

tion level of respondents (VARO23), and age of respondents_ VARD14 were

also used in the multiple correlation regression aeainst total household

energy costs for both sample groups. The results of these analyses showed

that in a linear combination these variables explained insignificIntamounts

of variations in the total costs of energy for either the total general pop-

ulation or the female and elderly households_Oopulation:. The R-square valueS

for the-overall multiple -correlations- fort the two -samples. -respectively-were

.03 and '.04. ',Tables 4.2 and 443 present the summary results -these analyses.

Table 4.2: Summary of- Stepwise- Multiple Correlation of Selected
Variables-with Total Energy Costs -'for General Population

Dependent Variable:

Variables

(TOENC81) Total Energy

Multiple R

Costs for 1981

Simple
rSquare_.

VAR036 0.110 15.045
TOTEUF' .152 .023 0.103 5.00 5.565
-VAR017 .166 .027 0.057 3.90 5.036
VAA022 .176 .031 0.105 2.88 5.430
VAR023 .176 .032 0.036 -1.67 0.645.

TOTSINA .179 .032 0.072 0.34 0.259
VARO14 .179 .032 -0.021 0.62 0.168

.179. 032 0.047 -0.10 0.022

Constant = 103.83 Overall F = 5.34 dF = 8 1268 .Std error 9 -96.8 5
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Tabl - Summary of Stepwise Multiple Correlation of Selected Variables
With_Total Energy Costs for Female and Elderly Households

Dependent Variable:

Variable

VAROh

VAR017

VAR036

TOTEUF

VAR014

VAR023

TOTSINA

TOTRAC

TOENC81)- Total _Energy -Costs for Female /Elderly HousehOldS,1981

Multiple R R Square Simple r F

0.119 %6.014 0.12 6.21 7.38
0.160 0.025 0.11 8.09 11.17
0.173 0.029 -0.05 -4.96 5.71
0.188 0.035 0.10 7.19 6.82
0.192 0.036 -0.10 -3.54 3.39
0.199 0.039 0.03 -4.71 3.17
0.200 0.041 0.08 1.06 1.06
0.202 0.041- 0.04 -1.00 0.98

Constant 96..787 ()Oran-- F dF = 7,1148 Error p .05

The overall correlations -of the selected variables are significant as indi-

cated by the overall F- ratios. It is seen that the unexplained variance in each

case far outweighs the explained variances in total energy costs. Thus this

preliminary examination suggests that a straightforward linear approach will

neither explain the differences in costs of energy for either population sample;
.

nor will such an approach explain the reasons for their specific total costs of

energy. Hence, although we know that their specific total energy costs are sig-

nificantly different in absolute terms and in relative,terms of disposable

incomes, neither the differences nor the specific total costs can be, directly
attributed to nor accounted for by differences in socioeconomic statui, demo-

graphic characteristics, energy using features of households, or single and

repeated energy conservation actions of the respondents in a direct linear corn-.

bination.

The question that arises, then, is "how can these differences in total

energy costs between the two populations be explained?" Inevitably, there must



be some underlying dimensions- an4-1- effects- hatrst be uncovered to prcrov

substantial explanations and 1- differentiations of the energy- consgrainption

characteristics of the two sampleP

lm lications for a Multivariate Cfrainear-Dis-crizinant A rOach

The implications from the Vri-regoing analyes suggest that some aftealytical

procedure should be utilized that provides a revs for differentiating between

the two samples based on their sPespecific within group characteristics

taneously in a multidioensional faseshion; whilest the same time exarni ng their

linear effects, interrelationshif and charac-toristic aspects on these Oimen-

sions. In other words,' an APPrOtosch that_differestiates :thejseveral cittrirrensions-..=

and at the same .time corn ii nes met c e di mensi on seems .mcist appropri etc

Di5criminant analysis. of ite two samples-Jr. a comparative manner Irerovides

an analytical methodology that i appropriate t:fulfill such an appretas_tch.

This = analytical technique is based Li on the prerxise that two or more gr'yU1gps can

be statistically distinguished or, some dimensions that are inherent toil both

groups.. In this particular rese&t..cn situationthese dimensions are sidered

as the socioeconomic, demographU housing, energy consumption, conserlia-ation

behaviors and formal energy p o am participation characteristics of tEl he two

sample populati ons.- On each of -theeise- tfirriensions s set of variables are av vai I able

on which sufficient discriminatim9 g characteristics may be ascertained tae show

how the two .sample groups differ Wtvithin their rups. In extending thls ana-
.

lytical approach to a comparatiVe S analysis, -tstould also be ascertaillmied if
two samples that can be differer ti aced on certain dimensions within the sample

groups , may also show inherent sithi of I ari ties among comparati ve groups. Min
other words, the degrees of within group discriernation on these dimenirions

may 'not be significantly different from one suple population to anoth -nr- when

the two -samples are compared.



Discriminant analysis has as mathentlItcal = of the ability to.
linearly combine the discriminating variable insuch a manner that groups

within a sample are forced =to becorie as statistically diitinct as ,possible.

When this analysis is performed on two sample. with the same set of variables

and compared, it is then possible to deterni e= how the discriminating varia-

bles have similar discriminating effects for the samples, and if the-two

samples have inherent similarities and differences on their underlying dimen-

sions as represented by the discriminating ver_triables.

The results of discriminant analyses hawse two interpretive functions
analysis and classification. The analysis as pacts` of the technique provide

.

-for the interpretation of the extent to which the discriminating variables are
able to, differentiate groups within the sainplek-e on the selected aspects. The

classification aspect provides for.the classi Fication of any new cases that

may be entered- into the sample once the initi computations are derived.

Discriminant analysis derives these aspects ham the. computation of linear com-

binations of the discriminating variables inter discriminant functions The

number of discriminant fiinctions that can be clerived for a sample is either

one less than the number of groups being' disc ir--irninated or equal to the number

of discriminating variables being 'used.1

The discriminant analysis technique provides several statistical tests

for analyzing the discrim1/4nating power of the set of variables used to

differentiate the groups within the sainple, arl3d for determining the statistical

significance of the variables' disCriminating: effects. It provides two meas-

ures for Judging the importance- of= the derived! discriminant functions. the

ei genvalue anacanoni cal carrel ations The .01-- genvalue---is a measure of the.

importance.of a.:discriininant function. i-When' 5-.-7--.urmrea,. _the sum of. the computed

1Norman
II. Nie, et.al. Statistical Pack

2nd ed. (New. York: McGraiv-Iii Boo 0., 1.
ial Sciences



eigenvalue- is a measure of the total- variance ek sting in the met of dis-

criminating variables When a single eigenvalue -is cc-puted a§ a relative

percentage of the sum of eigenvalues, it can be expressed as theme - relative

importance of the associate discriminant function: in ekplaining _-the variance

of the discriminating variables. The canonical correlation is measure of

the association between a single discriminant function and the s-zet of vart-

ables which define the groups being discriminated witinirthe serirople. It .

indicates the relationship between a discrithinant function and t37he group

variable on which the groups .are being discriminated and it is c=oded so

that "1" indicates -whi tes and "2" indicates blacks , the first calnoni cal

correlation deri ved i n ii cater the relationship between the fi rzt z function

and the white group. If we square the value of the aconical cs7.1--relation we

can interpret the squared valUe as the proportion cif vriance in-- the dis-

criminant function that is explained by the groups

Another statistical measure that is computed by tie discrimzinant analy-

sis technique- is Wilk' s larrbda. As each function is derived stax -rting with

no functions, Wilk's 71 lambda is computed. It is an inverse measua-re of the

discriminating power in the original variables not yet rernov d r the. dis-

criminant functions. Thus, the- larger the value of Wilk's lambde.a, the less

information remaining i n the variables. When transferrEd into a chi-square

statistic, the si gni fi c ance of. the Wilk' s lan-bda value can be teted using

the 64i-square distribution.3

In deriving the s --iminant functions, a discrimirant coefi ficient is

computed for each case in the sample for -each -of the discriminating variables

on each function, 'icy- g- the :Scores for all caseswithin: .particular
--

group of -the sample, 'a group mean or the respective fuoctionti erivr d.



h----fs group mean, or group centroid is the typical _locaiion of a case from
tht group- in discriminant function space. By comparing the group means on-

each function, indication is determined of the dtstance between the groupt
or the particular underlying dimension represented by the function. The

stndardizelidiscriminant function coefficients are synonymous to beta co-,
eficients in' multiple regression for the discriminating variables. When

tfl -ign of these coefficients are considered along with their values on a
fur,ction, they indicate the relative contribution of the variable to the deri-
vaion of the function-and the nature of the relationship of the variable to
theme _ function-positi vg. or negative . 4

Thetdiscriminant funations are derived in orddr of their importance in

eZp=laining the variance in the discriminating variables. When these are

dived in a stepwise fashion, the alignment of variables on the functions
illawilcate the relative importance the variables to the functions, Thus

contributions to thepdiscriminant functions indicate the

uricrTerlying dimensions that are represented by these functions in the same

way that underlying dimensions are represented on factors in factor analy-
sis .

When discriminant analysis is applied to two samples in a similar_manner_

or the same set of:.discriminating.-variables, for the samples, the results can

be: mc ompared- to determine if. the -same variables 'differentiate between_ within
-sarnw.le groups in the same mantle and magnitudes. If this is fouhd to be
truce when Comparing the samples, it can beinferied that the underlyihg
d-Olc==iniions that have specific effects on the within sample groups are simi-
lay between the two samples. f -this is not fo-und to be true it can be
in-frred that these underlying dimensions for within sample groups are -not

4Ibi d. , p. 443.
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the same for the two sample and usi the = two irnl are Elnherently

,different on the underlying dimension s represented by r e dis=riminating

variables. This is the analytical methodological appv:h the_mt is the
t "si of the subsequent analyses in this report.



Chapter 5

Assessing the Differential Effects on Energy Costs

The comparative discriminant analysis approach was used to assess the

underlying effects on differential energy costs for the: ctuF-populatton

sample in comparison totthefemale and elderly headed houSeholdt sample.

The aim of this analysis was to determine if the combinations of socio-

economic, demographic, dwelling unit characteristics energy consumption

aspects, repeated and single -conservationcctio belief in- va-ribus

aspects of the energy crisis, and attitudes towa specific energy policy

actions would sufficiently differentiate groups within` the two comparative

samples when the groups are defined on specific levels of household energy
. _

costs. Further, the analysis compares the results for the two samples to

determine how they differ in the discriminating effects, of .these variables

between.the groups across the two samples The analysis is aimed at testing

the general hypothesis that the femile and elderly households sample and the

larger general population are significantly different in those factors that

affect their household energy costs. More specificilly,using this.analYt-

ical approach *the analysis is designed to ascertain those factors that most

significantly affect-household energy costs for the several groups within-

the two.samples.-

In employing this analytical approach to test the general hypothesis,

respondents'within the*two samples were grouped according to their total
. .

householdHenergy-COStsper-mointh fOr 1981:in the. .following manner:.

Group I: .total- monthly -household energy costs -fifty.
d011ars, ($50) or less;

- Group-2:- total'monthlyhousehold_energy :Costs fifty-one.-
:($51) .to- one-hundred dollars ($100



-. Group _3: -total thik_householtkener _costs one-hundre
-and one -dol ldrs ($101) to'i one-hundred and 'fifty -dol 1 ars
($150);

--Group-4:, total monthly household energy costs onpAundred
-_ and- fifty-one-dollars 1 151 -to two-hUndred dollars _($200

Group 5: total monthly household energy costs above two- hundred
_ d011ars -($21)0)

The distributions of respondents on these groupings are shown compara-

tively for the two samples in Table 5.1.

Table 5.11,- Distribution of Respondents in the Two Samples by- Total Monthly
HOUsehold Energy Costs, 1981

Monthly
Energy Costs_

Total-Population.
Sample

Number % of Total

$5o or le-ss

-1 to $100

$1.01'-to $150

$151 to $200

Over '$200

146

526

412

133

78

11.3

31.0

10.3

-6.0.

Female & Elderly
Households Sample

Number .% of Total

435 37.6

390 33.7

212 18.3

69 6.0
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-- -The Discriminant Analyses-Results

The discriminant analyses for the two samples produced the relevant dta-

tistics and results for-estimating the discriminant functions that would allow

for the interpretation of the discriminanting effects of the set of variableS

for the several groups described, above. The analyses were performed in a

stepwise fashion which permitted variables to be entered in the order g

their importance in discriminating effect. Also, variables were allowed to

enter the analysis as long as their discriminating effect was significant to

the derivation of significant discriminant functions. Hence, forty-three

6-7



variables. were entered -into 'the analysi for the feMal e and el derly

_Molds discriminant analysis and forty-nine variables, were entered into.the

analysis for the total population sample. The initial variable to enter.
0N

the analysis for the total population sample discrimination on energy cots

was the type of dwelling unit while the initial variable to enter the an ly-

sis for` he femabe .headed and elderly households sample was total

using features in the household. In both analyses the number of bathrooms

was the second variable to enter the analysis. Also in both analyses two

significant giseHMinant functions were produced which accounted for sig-
).

nificant amounts of variances_in the sets of discriminating variablds for the

two samples. An examination and comparison of the specifics of these analyses

glve further -expTicitexplanations of:their resUlts -and implications.

The standardized canon i cal di a criminant functi ons shOw discriminant

toeffic tS-that -indicate the Spettfic discriminating power: and effects of

the individu'al variables, when the signs of the coefficients are ignored.

The signs of the coefficients indicate the nature, of their influence on the

functions, either positive or, negative. These data and _their relevant .statis--

tics for the two saMples are shown in Tables 5.2 and 5.3.
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Table. 5.2 -Standardized Canoni cal Di scrimi nant Functi on Coeffi ci ents for
Female/Elderly Sample on Energy Cost Groups Discrimination

Variables

Race
Age,
No. of children in household
EmploYment-Status ,

Type Of-dwelling unit
Type of- roof
Tenancy type
Number of'roows
Numbefof bedroems
-Number of b4throoths
Primary heating system

49141rycooling system
ementary heating & cooling
..of water. heaters -

--Number of water heaters_
ype:-of%cooking.fuel
Air conditioning
Automati c -thithwastier

Clothes dryer am=
Refrigeritorz-
TtliTi off lights
Adjust thermostat at night
Wash clothes in warmiccfldviater
Dry dlothes on clothes Tine
Regular change of furnace .filters
Close unused rooms_
Reducd hours of cooking
Change holiday plans
Change vacation plans
Cancelled drinking for pleasure
Other impacts
Belief energy laws far poor.
Energy crisis- is natio-nal problem. .02
Government imposed energy conservation needed -.001
Energy conservation as national goal -.12

- Four-day work week .09
Gasoline rationing 23
Special tax-reduction for car-pool in -.07
100% taxi deduction for conservation -.11
expenditures

Total single conservation actions
Participation in one or more conservation

programs
articipation in one conservation program

Total Energy Using Features

. Function Function

.20

-.18
7..39

-.04
.24

-.OS
-.12
7,14

00
04F

7.19
-.08

,04

.04

.10

.09

. 01 n

.10

.07
-.13
-.06
-.07
. 10

-.14
-.01
.04
.01

..07
-.06_ .12
. 1 .07
.1O -.25

. 15

..9
-.04
-.48

-.32

4.22 it

--.-.16

-.04 .49
--19

7-. 48

.04

-.16

.04

.15-

.10
-.01 -. 17=

-.28 ..09:

.16 -.-14

7.10 .

.25

21

.07 --
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Variables Function 1 Function 2 Function 3

Eigenvalues _ .53 .23 .08
Canonical correlations .59 .43 .27
% of explained variance 59% 26% 8%
Willo-s Lambda .46 .71 .88
Chi-square 869.6 387.4 150.8
OF 172 126 82
Significance level .001 .003

Table 5.3: Standardized Canonical Discriminant Function Coefficients
Population Sample on Energy Costs Groups Discrimination

Variables

Race
Age.
Marital status
No.. of children in household
Employment status
Household income 4
Years of schooling
Type of dwelling unit
Construction material of dwelling
Tenancy type
Number of rooms
Number of bedrooms
Number of bathrooms
Age of dwelling
Priraary 0004ing system
Type of fuel for cooling
Type of water. heater
Number of water heaters-
Type of fuel' for cooking
Air conditioning
Washing machine
Automatic dishwasher
Clothes dryer
Stove or range
Refrigerator
Separate deep freezer
Turn off lights
Close drapes at-night
5,minute showers
Adjust thermostat during day
Turn-off dishwasher during drying cycle
Wash dishes and clothes w/full loads
Regular change of furnace filters
Limit hours of t.v. Watching

Function 1

-.29
-.14
. 07

. 15

.09
34

-.21
.19

-.15
-.16
.14
. 14

-.18
. 05

.07

. 02

-14_
.18

-.002
. 08

r.14
.14

-.23
.10

-.1I
.06

-.15
12

.05

.09

-.04

. 08

For Total

Function 2 Function 3

.18,

.10 r_

--.03

-.03:

.03
. 17

-.01
04

-.07
-.52
.16-

.20

-.15
.18

-.02
.08
20

-.11

-.18-
09
.06

-.09
-.03
.13
.21
.24

--22
.08' -.33

-.11 .11 -
. 35

-.30
-.22
.0

.01-

.04

. 14

. 07

. 13

.01
. 26

.16

.20

.10
-.20
-.06

06 -.

-.08
-.11
-.04

-14

-.17
-.22

17
.21

-.15
-.01
-.36

-.13



Table Cont'd

Variables

Change vacation plans .

Cancelled drinking for pleasure
Believe policy actions result from pressure
Believe energy policies not effective
Believe energylaws are for poor
Government imp-apd energy conservation needed
Believe price of energy too low
Energy conservation as national goal
Stricter regulations on fuel use
Gasoline rationing
Special tax on larger autos
Total single conservation actions
Total energy using features
Participation in one or more conservation
programs

-
iParti ci pation n only one program

Function 1 Function 2 Function

.08
-.01
-.01
;13
20

.18

.001
;16

-.22
-.09 0
.23
,40
.24

-33

Ei gpnval ues

Canonical Correlations
% of explained variance
Wil k s Lambda
Chi -square
DF
Significance level

. 19

-.22
-.27
.01

-.08
.06
.09
. 21

.11
-.16
. 03

. 07

.14

. 44

.004-

-.14
-.36
.28

- ,G3

.08,

.24 .14 .07

.44 .35 .25
49% 29% 14%
.79 _ .89 .95

305.4 137.4 53.0
_144 94 46

.001 01 .25

Interpretation and Com arson of the Discriminant Anal se s

Several aspects of the canonical discriminant functions are important to

interpreting their results and for comparing the two samples. The first aspect

f interpretation is to examine -the summary statistics for the functions at the

-.bottOM of the -tab- In surrining the eigenvalues is seen that the three

,flunctions account for eighty -four percent, ofthe-total variance in theAis-:

criminating variables for the female and elderly:samOle ,group and only forty-

fiVe percent of- the tOtal- variance' in the discriminating ..variables for the total

population sample. In both analyses,. the eigenvalue summary' indicates that the-.

first discriminant function is most important in discriminating between the

within sample groups on total energy costs. -''However, the canonical correlations



indicate weak r-lat-idnships between the discriminant functions and, the wi

sampte groups on_ total energy

ksecond aspect that indicates he discilminating power of_the set

variables among. the_several groups on total energy costs within the sanfples

is the Wilk's lambda values. These values -iridicate arrfinverse relationship

between the_value of the statistic and the dis-criminating poWef of the functtons, 4
the larger the value ofNilk's lainbda_,-thezle'ss -discriminating power present

the function. In comparing th6-two analyses it is seen that od the main

discriminant functibn. function 1 the set of variables are better

criminators for the female and elderly sample (Wilk's lambda = .46) than for

the total population sample 1Wilkis_lambda = .79)-. Nevertheless, imboth,

analyses the functions are significant for discriminating between the groups
_

on total energy costs.
An additiional aSpect .of the a alyses, -and the moat important aspeet for

Comparative analysis of the two saMples is discriminating power of the Incilvid-

ual -variables in the derivations of the discriminant functions. _:This aspect

is determined by,the coefficientc of the variables on the functions and their

respective signs. The discriminating power of the variables on the discrimi-

nant functions Is represented by the relative values of these coefficients;

the larger the value of the variables' th e-efficients, the more

variable has in discriminating between-the groups on the discriminant function.

Thus, by. comparing this aspect of the discriminant analyses for the two samples,-

the importance of particular variables in discriminating, between the grpups of

respondents on total monthly ehergy costs can be determined.

Hence, . for:- the first nant ' functions which account -''for the

,
-most significant amount of variance in the -set of -variables the variables

With relatively 'larger:coeffi ci ents are identified as those with the greater

discriminating power -on the functions. These variables that; help to- identify



those underlying dimensions that affect total monthly energy costs-for respon-

ents within the samples. For the female and elderly household :sample, these

variables are the following for the first discriminant function: (1) race of

respondents, (2) age of respondents, (3) type of dwelling unit, (4) tenancy

type town or rent) 1 5) use of supplementary heating or cooling, (6) the num-

ber of water heaters, (7) their attitude toward gasoline-rationing as a policy

optima (8) the total_single conservation actions taken in the household, acrd

(9) total- energy using features. Among the variables do the first function,

the type of dwelling unit:and the type of tenancy are the two variables with

the greatest' discriminating effects On the second discriMinant function the

variables with the greatest relative discriminating power are (1) number of-

children in the household, (2) type of dwelling unit, 3) number of -bathrooms,

pilmary heating system, (5) type.of cooking fuel, (6) changes in holiday

plans,' (7) belief that the energy crisis is a major national problem, (8) be-

lief that energy conservation should be a major national goal, (9) attitude

Uward 100% tax deduction for energy conservation expenditures, and (101 par-

ticipation in one major-energy conservation or weatherization program

In a similar manner, those variables that have the greatest discr m-

inating effects on the respondents in the total population sample on their

total monthly energy costs ca7n-be. identified: For this sample those variables

on the first discriminant function .are the following: (1) race of the respon-

dents, t2) hoummhold income of the respondents,

dents, (4) 'clothes dryer, ) attitude'toward gasoline rationing, total

3) educatiOn level of respon-,

single conservation actions taken in the household, (7) total energy using

features, (8) participation in one major energy conservation or weatherization

program and (9) participation in one or more major energy conservation or

weather*ation programs, and (10) type ofd dwelling unit, ( 1) belief that

energy -conservation laws are mainly for the pdor

prices are too low.:;

and (12) belief that ener



The variables with the greatest effect on the second discriminant function

for this sample are identified as the following: (1) the number of bathroomi,

(2,) the :type of primary cooling system, 3), the type of fuel for cooling,

(4) the type of-fuel for cooking, (5) limiting showers to 5 minutes, (5)

changing furnace filters regularly, (7) cancelled drinking for pleasure,

(8) belief that-national energy policy actions are the results of pressure from

special interest groups, (9) belief that energy conservation should be a major-

national -goal, (10) participation in one major energy .conservation or weather-

ization program, and (11) participation in one or more major energy conser-

vation or weatherization program" (12) washing machine in home, (13) turn-

off dishwasher-during-drying-cycle,- 14) change vacation-plans

On the ftrst discriminant function the most powerful discriminating

variables for the total population sample were total energy using features

participation in energy conservation and weatherization programs, race of res-

pondents and household income. On the second discriminant function for the

total population sample the most powerful discriminating variables were program..

participation, number of bathroom and type of cooking fuel.

An examination and comparison of the signs of the most powerful discrimi-
.

nating variables indicate the nature of the relationships Of these variables

to. the discriminant functions; and thus their particular effects on the separa-

tion of respondents according to their levels of total monthly household energy

cost. Specifically, negative coefficients indicate a negative effect by the-

variablein.-diScriMinating-between-.the respondents' levelS of menthly:energy.

..costs; or they indicate'a begatiVe relationship between the specific variable

-and the resPondents leVel 'of tota-rMonthlYepergy costs Tables 5.4,and5.5

shbwin summary the mostimportant-discriminating-variablet for 'the two-sam-
..

pies on the two. main discriminant-functions and the nature of their relation-
.

ships to thosejunctiOns-.



Table 5.4: Most Important Discriminating-Variables for Female and Elderly
Households on Groups by Total Monthly Energy Costs

A. i st Standardized Canonical Discriminant Function

Variables

Race of responAts

Age of respbndents

Type of ,dwelling unit

Tenancy type own:or :rent)

Supplementary - heating & co31ing

Number,ofrwater heaters.

Function Coefficients

.20

=.39

.24

7.19,

=.20

Attitude toward gasoline rationing .23

Total single - conservation actions -.21

Total energy using features -;19

Second Standardized Canonica

Number of children in household

Type of dwelling unit

Number of bathrooms

Primary heating sy tem type

Type of cooking fuel

Changes in holiday plans

Belief in energy crisis as a major
national problem

Belief that energy conservation should
be major national. goal

Attitude toward 100% tax deduction for
energy conservation expenditures

Participation in one major energy
conservation program

Air conditioning

Participation in one or more .major
energy conservation prograffs

-.48

_.28

. .25

.23



Table Most -.T-mportant--DiStriminating:1-yariablesfor

Sampl 6-,on.r.Groups by:Total -.._Monthly --Energy- Potts-,

First Standardized Canonical Discriminant Function

Variable

Race of respondents

Household income,

Years of schooling

Type of dwelling unit

Clothes dryer in home

Belief that energy conservation laws
are mainly for the poor

Belief that energy prices are too low_ _

Attitude toward gasoline rationing.

Total single conservation actions

Total energy using features

Participation in one major energy conse
vation program

Participation in one or more major, energy
conservation program§

Function Coefficien

s.29

.34

-.21

.19

-.2

-

-.22

AO

_7.33

.24

B. -Second Standardized Canonical- Disc ithinant Function

Variables

Number or bathrooms

Primary cooling system two'
Type of fuel for cooling

Type of fuel for cooking

Air conditioning

Washing machine in home

Limit showers to 5 minutes

Turn off dishwasher during drying
cycle

Function Coefficients

.52

.20

-.24

.35

30

.22

Change furnace filters regularly

Change vacation plans

Cancelled drinking for pleasure
Belief that policy actions result from
pressure by special :interest groups

.20

-.20

.19

-.22

-.27

71;



Table 5.6 Conti d)

Variables

Belief that energy conservation should
be a national goal= _-

Participation on only one major energy
conservation program

Participation in-one or 'more major
energy conservation programs

Function Coefficients

21

-.57

:44

o aria the Underl imensions an
-Energy-:osts-and Imp ications-

Differential Effects on- Total Month

The results of the discriminant analyses reveal he underlying effects

and characteristics of the two sample populations that differentiate the res- -

pondents' levels of total monthly energy costs:) These factors are identified

by the nature and the power of the discriminating variables as indicated by

their, coefficients on _the discriminant functions _(see Tables-5.3 thru_.51

in other words,-the results-of these analyses indicate-how-the levels' total

monthly energy costs for the reiponderits in the two sampleg are differentially

affected by the diseriminating

As jndicated by the results of the analyses several factors most sig-

nificantly affect the total monthly energy coits of the respondents in both

the female and. -elderly - population of Mississippi and-the general population

f the state. These effects can be classified as socioeconomic and demographic
, .

(function- energy Ausing character ittics'and-attitUdes, and beliefs- about_

certain energy policies and programs (function,) for both population samples.

However ,the dimensions 'of these effect§ have slight differences for the two
, .

samples. For example, 'the racial differences of respondents have reverse

effects within\the two' samples on total monthly energy costs-. In the total

-populatibn supple race has a negative effect, on energy cost- iscrimination
. .

whereas in'the,lemale-and elderly tamika.race haS,a'positive -discriminating.



effect. According to the coding of the racial vhriable, this-result implies

that for the largerpopulation-a-larger number of black respondents are 'ID

the lower-level groups on total -monthly _energy costs while in the female-and-
-

are
elderly sample a relatively, larger-proportion of black xespondents are in the

higher level groups on total monthly energy costs.=

Household income is one variable that helps to dftcr minate on total

monthly energy costs for:the total population sample, but does not hlep to

_ditcriMinate between the groups or level of ;total -monthly energy costs for the,'

female and elderly household sample= The analysis of this -result has two`

p'erspectives. First, the variance in household incomes in the groins for the

female-and elderly houiehe1di sampie is, very small, compared to the variance

household incomes for the total population sample. Secondly, in simpler_
.. , .

terms, there. is little or insignificant differences' in househeild, incomes for

the female and elderly respondents regardless to their levels_ of total monthly

energy costs. Thus, household' income has no effects on differential energy

costs for respondents in the female and elderly households sample. However.

for the larger population -household income play a major role An helping to
, . . _

determine the household's level of total monthly spending on .energy.

tenancy status (own .or rent dwelling) playt a significant

role in helping to discriminate between levels of energy costs for respondents

in the female and elderly households sample; yet, this variable does not appear

in the analysis for,the total population sample. In this instance the impli

cation i that female and elderly respondelbts that own their dwellings are

positively affected in their total monthly energy costs. This does_ not spe-
-.

CificallY- Imply-that female and elderly" headed': households are better--off over

all if they own their dwellings. Nevertfelets'i it is implied -that- -they are

adversely affected in their total monthly energy costs AY- renting. their dell

ing units. The obvious interpretation' of th,ls finding' is that female and



elderly headed households overwhelming occupy lower quality housing,

especially -when they rent their dwelling uni Thus, their dwellings are

less energy_efficient and lead to higher energy - costs.

This finding is further substantiated when comparing the effects of type

of dwelling unit on the levels of fatal monthly energy costs. for the two'sam-

n, a,reverse relationship if f-found for the variable-on the main

discriminaht functions for the two groups --negative for the female and elderly

and pihitive for the total population sample. The meaning in this instance is

that occupation of multiple family dwelling units adversely affffits the level

total monthly energy costs for the female and elderly headed households, thus

increasing their energy cost levels.

The interpretations of the remaining variables on the two major discrimi-

nant functions for the two samples can be 'interpreted similarly depending upon

the signs of their coefficients on the functions. Thus it is seen that in

several other instances (Tables 5.4 and 5.5) the same variable has different

effects on determining the levels of total monthly energy costs for the respon-

dents in the two samples. Among these variables, the number of bathrooms in

the dwelling unit, the number of children in the household the education level

of the respondents,, the use of supplementary heating and cooling, air con-

.ditioning, and participation or non - participation -in- energy conservation and

weatherization programs are those that have differential effects on the two

population samples similar to those effects described above.

The education level of respondents is important for explanation of its

effects on total monthly energy costs. This factor (years of schooling) has

a negative effect on discriminating between levels of energy costs for the

total population sample, but has no effects on the female and elderly house-
;

hold sample. For the total population sample this effect is such that the

higher the level of,education for the respondents, the lower is their relative

level of total monthly energy costs. Again, the variance in this variable is

79



less for the female and elderly sample, thus elielnating it effe

level of total monthly energy costs.

on thgir

The total number of single energy conservation actions taken by respondents

to reduce energy costs-by improving the energy efficiency of their dwellings

also affects the total monthly energy costs of the respondents in the two popu-
,-

lation samples differentially. Overall, the female and elderly households had

not performed significantly more single conservation actions than the total

pdpulatiOn-sample=-respondents llowever, the effects Of-their action's had.more.-.

positive-results-tihCethe more,single adtionStakenbY respondents -in this

sample had the effectt of lowering -their level'Of.total monthly energy costs,

Certain aspects of the respondents' attitudes toward spetific energy
1.

policies and-their beflefSin'particular aspects of theseverity the energy

Crisis and polidyalterhatiVes likewise have -differential, effects on, heir

levelS Of_total=monthly _enefgy_costs_ r_the respondents:in the two: ample.
.

6

:Specifically, some aspects of the total population sample' - respondents atti-

tudes 'and beliefs.are major discriminators intheirievels of total monthly

energy :costs Whereas these affects appear mainly at the secondary level

(function 2) for the female and elderly sample. For the total population sample,

-the belief that energy conservation laws are lainUefffrthe poor, attitude

toward gasoline rationing, and the belief that energy price$ are too low are

Ato
major discriminating factors on their levels of total monthly eneisgy costs.

However, respondents' attitude toward gasoline rationing is.the only one of

these aspects- that is a major diScriminator forthe female and elderly sampae-
-

On the other hand, for the female and elderly sample, belief in the energy

crisis as a major national probelm, belief that energy conservation should

be a major national gOal, and'a 100% tax deduction fqr:enerpy conservation

expenditures-as a policy, .alternative are major tiscriminatort.at,the:sec9n

dary- level and contribUte--.SObstantially'to differentiatihOhCrespandents-
.,,



within this sample population on theft levels of total monthly energy costs

at the secondary discrimination level.

-Similarly, participation in formal energy conservation and weatberization.

programs has had-more significant impact in differentiating levels of total

monthly energy costs-for the total population sample and only secondary-`

effects oh the female and elderly sample respondents. The implication from

this finding is thatwhile the-female and elderlYhOuseholds may have partici-

pated in these program more vigorously, the net effects of their participation

have been to less avail. This is probably due to their unable to follow

thru on their learning from these programs because he ential costs that

would be incurred if they actually sought to implement the recommended actions

that these Programs prescribed for improving the energy efficiency of their

dwellings. On the other hand undoubtedly, more respondents in the total

_ Population sample are financially able to carry out these actions in improving

their dwelling units' energy efficiency. Also, participation in such programs

by female and elderly headed households for the most part has meant direct

subsidization of their energy bills,during peak seasons rather than as an edu-

cational process Thus the effects of these programs' in actually reducing

their energy costs per se have been for all practical purposes virtually nil

as indicated by the result s.o these analyses;

Policy Implications

The real significance of the results of the findingi from these research

analyses lie in their implications for public policy probably more so than

the interpretations of their quantitative significances. This, it is imPor-

tant to examine and explain-the findings in a common sense manner and'review

their interpretations in light of practical economics

ble and:effective-pol 0/making..
a

and the needs for feasl-



In review, the premise that these analyse sought-to deCipher- was

significantly different total monthly energy costsunderlying reasons r

between the two sample populations, whereby the total population sample re s-

pondents were paying significantly larger amounts in absolute energy osts,

but relatively -less in Percent4geof-ditpOSable incomes: -for=total--Mbmthly

energy costs.. An important underlying factor that was not previously dis
cussed but has significance regarding this finding that the variances of

total monthly energy cot =for the two sample populations were not significantly

--different. ThiS.result-'imOlies-that-..reSponder4 two sales are -paying
energy -costs_i absolutely direct proportions to-, their --hoUsehold. i ncomes.

That.i in both samples -as household income. increases -so,- doesithe amount

spent on household energy costs. By : comparing the relative proportions

Spesabl e ncoMes thi exposed. SubSequently thi implies
=

in hOUiehold$,:.:regardless :--1:CLt e 4V status

econothic'gon'ditionS; have adjusted- their ehergy. Consumption' and -energy- expendi

tures in accordance to what they can afford rather than in accordance to any

spe-cific energy policies or in response to any specific energy conservation

-. programs.

The o vious question that arises is what es_ his_mean or energy_policy

development and implementation In order to answer this question let us again

examine the research findings. Energy conservation and weatherization programs

have been developed over the past few years as a matter of expediency a an

attempt to reduce the nation's total level of energy consumption. For example

the U.S. Department of Energy the Department of Health and HumanJ rvi ces

formerly HEW), local utility companies (i.e. Mississippi Power and Light

Company), Community Action Agencies, and social welfare agencies have 41l

established these programs in pursuit of this national goal as a matter of

,publi,c, policy. While these programs were aimed at the total population, their



prirmary focus was the economically and socially disadvantaged segments ,of the

papta=lation (e.g., the female ands elderly headed households and minorities) who
soul= d- less afford to pay the ever increasing - costs of household energy. Yet,

in-Mississippi, where we have the poorest of the poor, it is found that these

prol---f-ams have-had little if any significant impact in reducing the total

ener-cmpi costs for these segments_ of the population. In fact, the data show
that the real impacts of these prograrnS have been- mo-re signifidant on other

segrrints of the population than for chose for whom the_ programs were designed

_ to brlefit.
The subsequent question that aris should these programs b

-tinud as a matter of public policy. fIn order to answer this question again

let is review the research findings. The type of dwelling unit and the various

candf tional aspects of -dwelling_ units consistently appear as major factors
that affect energy costs for_familles regardless to their social status,
incimeconornic conditions or-other intrinsic characteristics.' This suggests
that nation's energy problem as it relates to wasteful energy consumption --
at tir household level is directly and explicably related to the nation's

probl- Om of poor.qUaTity_housirigCesPeciallY-the-quallty of housing occupied-

by and provided for the poor, the elderly, minorities and other socially and

,econormically disadvantaged segments of the population. The findings from

this -r-psearch emphatically support 'this fact. Therefo

polio -es -that are to be veloped that have as their major objective the

any national

reduti on of household energy corisum tion must, inevitably include some aspects

,that with housitig quality standards.
.--

=1-1Thb -has been shown from this research 'end'its_data analyes ihatthe
cis

sociaA ly and economically disadvantaged ,sseg populatiorfI

(as rpreS'ented by the female and elderly households sample-) overwhelmingly

accnp rented* houting when compared to, the ,lai-ger population. It has also

beenThOwn that their.housing'qUality effects have mire significant impacts



on their total hOusehold energy costs. Thus, it must be concluded that the

poor quality of rented housing, which is not maintained at levels comparable

to owner-occupied housing, contributes substantially to excessive energy

consumption, and to household energy costs.. However, the effect of housing

quality on energy consumption is- not peculiar to the poor and socially dis-

advantaged. Hence, these effects of housing quality are indicated for the

larger population, but not as significantly and not as extensively.

What this means is that.natonal policies are needed that would require

energy efficiency standards for rental housing. Such standards would be

effective policy in two regards. First, it would aid in accomplishing the

national goal of energy conservation by helping to reduce wasteful energy con-

sumptidn. Secondly, it could aid in reducing energy costs for those who can

least afford increased energy Costs. Along with this policy- be one

that would require better energy efficiency for newly built-housing such as

those standards that were implemented by the Federal Housino Administration

for its E-3 housing several years ago. These standards would ensure the

most efficient use of household energy for all builders and_purchasers of

new homes.

:Another finding of these_research results len to public pol_

cations. These implications are derived from the noticeable impacts of the

number and kinds of energy .using features in households.on the leVels of

-total ener.gy costs.: Specifically, the kinds of.dnergruSingjeatures..

e._ eicdnditionin-g4-clothes. dryer automatic djshwasher) per sejlia_

relatively as much impacts individually as thetotal number of energy.feature,- _

This-findfng.imdIieS'that7certain energy using features represent incrgased

energy inefficiency, and therefore increased energy costs more so than a

large number of energy.'.USing features in a household. The-policy Implica_

tion here TS-that increased energy efficiency standards-on certain appliances

and energyUsingfeatUreiShoUld become avatter of dublic-policy.- For



example, the data overwhelmingly indicate that electrical appliances and

cooling, and electric water heating add sUbstantially to household energy

costs. In -Mississippi where electrical rates are among the highest in the

nation and also where total electric homes were vigorously promoted for

many years, this has become a serious problem for household eriergy consumers.

Thui, some national standards are needed to ensure improved efficiency of

such appliances with stringent regulations.

EnergY programs designed to aid the poor and disadvantaged- by subsi-

dizing their energy bills during.. peak. seasons cannot be Consi dered as long

range solutions to their energy problems. :Also, energy conservation and -.

.

weatherization Alprograms designed to educate the disadvantaged segments of

the population about ways of improving their energy efficiency are useless

if these segments are not able financially to put into practice what they

have learned as indicated by this study. Thus, it is-seriously recommended

that the continuation of such programs asa matter of public policy should

be carefully reviewed in light of the findings of this and similar research.

Perhaps an alternative policy or program consideration would be to establish

a program to subsidize retrofitting and weatherization either through direet

payments-or-gow,interest load"- to the-disadvantaged or to-the-owners of rental

ng and rewiring such retrofitting be done to rental housing occupied:.

by energy subsidized occupants.

Further -it'Sletas inevitable that lowlbsdiute prices for energy are
.

.rapidly becoming an 'historical fact rther than a potential =for the future.

It would take radically pol tiCal and- drastic poiicy
. actions to sUhStaptially

, .

reduce the absOlute:dosts of energy to:the,pdblic consumers. In,an -erA , Of
..

constrained fiscal stability it is- highly unlikely -that such iaeaSurat as

would be needed to control the spiralling increased in energy costs will be

even seriously debated 'at most policymaking levels.



Chapter- 5:

Assessing the Racial Differences in Energy Using. Features and
Conservation Acts

James- C5 ith

Traditionally, the impact of high energy costs has been evaluated in

terms of macroeconomic effects on the economy's performance. However, a

macro approach cannot address the distributional incidence o energy using

---featurestetal-reptate&tenSerVatiOn-actientdtal'OOnservation

and policy4mefe'rences among grOups of People. Certainly, the effects. of

energy changes can be:expected-t6 vary from one, income group tOanother,

among racial groups, between those who believe that an energy -crisiS exists,-

and _those .who do-, not and between single and elderly heads- of hoUseholds.-

the larger OopelatiOn,

This chapter evaluates energy. using features and conservation.actions

among households headed: by single and el erly blacks and whites, by way of-

comparison with the larger population. Consideration is given to demographics,
_ .

as well as to how the energy crisis has affected leisure activities belief
, -

in the-ebargy crisis, and attitude, toward energy, conservation among the abore

groups. Participation in energy conservation programs and type of fuel for

heating and cooling are also examined within the context of this chapter.

Estimates for black and white households ire basedupon_two sets of data.

The first part of thii chapterresents a distribution analy`i of total

energy using features, total repeated actions and total single'a ions for

both samples. Next we estimate discriminant functions using these and addi-

tional variables as the discriminating variable by aci al .groupi ng Pi nal ly,



the policy mplictions --of the findings are 'examined.

pier- Usies-an,d- Conservation ActIOns

In Order to cetermit ne the prevalence of certain energy using appliances

and conservation actions among 'the sample populations, first we compare total

energy using featres_,...tootal repeated actions, and total single actions for

the. larger population (1.81 data) and the elderly and single female heads of

househol ds (198a_ data Total energy using features consist of the following

items " air condicionirg washing machine automatic dishwasher, _clothes

-dryer, stove/rang, re rgerator separate deep freezer and television;

Table Total Er-hergy Using Features in the Respondents'' Homes

Number Of
Energy Using

Features in the Fin

Large Populatioh
Single and Elderly

Population

Number % Of Total Number % of Total

1. 0.1 0.4

23 1.8 34 2.9

3 81 6.3 162 14.0

4 165 12,6 271 23:4

5 225 17.4 275 23.8 ,

6- 229 23.1 192 16.6

304 23.5 127 .141.0

191 14.7 54 4.7

None 0.5 36

Totals 1,295 100 1,156" 100

Table 6.1 Indic es what though discrepancies are present in the sub-

samples, substantial.perc=ntages for all the groups Indicate a pervasiveness of

the most corrrnon apoliance among the families. From Table 6.1 we see that a

greater percent o-finale and elderly heads of households had five or six



energy using features than respondents in the larger population. However, the

larger population had about an equal avercentage of seven or eight energy using

features. For the most part, more entsiergy asing .features are prevalent among

the larger population. In -the larger population 2M percent. orthe respon-

:dents had eight energy. using features while only 11. percent of single and

elderly heads of households had eight energy using features. The maximum num-

ber of energy -using features (9). ; percent of respondents in the larger

population had nine features compared tv 4.7 percent of the single and elderly
population.

Next we compare C on.conservation meaures among the populatis onserCve-
,

tion measures adopted by the responderrits are divided into single action

measures which ire also referred to a technical and, repeated actions or behav-

ioral measures which are enacted frequ_iently _or routinely.

First, we:compare-total repeated: - actions for the larger population and

-:the single and elderly heads of housel-molds. These consi-st-of the following

actions: (1) turn off lights; (2)10Curnse drapes at night in ;linter; (3) Close

drapes during the, day in summer; (4) wive minute thOwers rather than baths;

5) adjust thermostat in the night;

-7) adjust thermostat-when-the family

ust thermostat during the day;

away; (8) turn dishwashv off before -_

the drying cyclestapt; -(9) wash dishe ms and clothes with efull load;

(10) wash clothes in-warm and /or cold r water and rinse in cold water; (11) dry

clothes',on clothes wire; :change/a- .lean furnace filters; (13) reduce,the

appliancesiequipmer nt;-- (14) limit the hours of television-

watthing; (15) close off_ unused. rooms; (15) reduce. the hotirs.f cooking;

-(17)- drive -Within 55 mph.



Table Total Repeated Conservation Actions

Actions urger Population

of Total

Single and Elderly Populatic;
Total % ofTotal

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

None

113=
124--

125

110

60 _-

-55

41

131

4.2

5.0 77

5.5 105

5.5 82

7.9 103

8.7 104

9.6 96

9.7

8.5

9.1

8.9

3.2

10 1

3.4

66 6.7

3.4

6 2.2

17 1.5

32 2.8

112 9.7

Table:6.2:shoWs thee little difference in thtdistribUtion of. total.
,

repeated actions by tie . -latter population and the-single.- and elderly headS6-.

households. Howeimr, 99.7.percent of the female single heads of households

have implemented or repeemated conservation actions

Finally, we examinei total single actions among he larger population

the single and elderly hemaads of households. Th'e following repeated

are analyzed: insulemate0 fiig; -(2) insulated-the wall ;.

and



-both -ceiling and wall; (4) insulated duCts- and or pipes 5 insulated Cover

on water heater; (6 storm door pr all doors, 7 storm door for some doors;
_

weather stripping for all doors 9 weather s ipping for some doors;

(10) storm windows or insulated glass

insulated glass for some windows; (12

for all windows; 11) storm windows

eather strippin for windOws;

restrictor on showers; (14) lower wattage bulbs;

water heater.

16)-lower ternperatu

Table 6.3 Total Single Conservation Actions

e on

flo

Repeated Conservation Actions

1

.4- i

.1

9

la :
11-

:-. 12--

3

14

15

_None

Total

9-.. - 4,6. 121- --.10 5:-

-_-.-66' 5.-3.- : -..-123--- 10.5,--

56', 4.3 .- 69 6.0
-71 - 5.--. .62 -.5.4.

, ,
....

70 -5.4 ..73 _. 6.3.-- .

63-- 4-.9 63 -5.4.
.:102 -.7.9 64 .5-.5-

83 6.4. .50 4,3.
84 55 ..- -. 4;8-.

80 =--... 6.2 .
.42 -3..6--

90-- ::6.-9- -.38 -.3.3
96 7.4 36.-., 3.1

1 .88 -,6.8 l .24 2.1...
53 4. i 24 2,1

-- -5.=7- --22.- ,19
158 12.2- ,290. -25.1 ..

_a_ -Po ulatiOn"

Total -% of Total total % of Total

1 295 100% 1,156 100%

-. Single- and Elderly- .



In Table 3, 1=s-ri -the- one hand, -about an qiiai-mber of -the ,single Tend

elderly heads of hoLvseholds have undertaken- only ore or two single _e actions"
_

toward conservation_ The percent distribution are .J.5 peraent air ncr 10.6

percent respectivel In contrast, for 'the larger- pulation th
percent (7.9 ) ofo the respondents f,have undertaken a total oseveh

greatest

single

actions. An almost, percent of the respond9rrts in larger `population

have undertaken ei ght to thi rtee ingla actions. lieyertheless, trt he greatest

distribution for botin sample red in the no fictions categor.Y.--

Tbe housing cdnelitions of th elderly are if geceral- worse thrnan those

of the ponulationrat large. _Any ass ssment_of -thecodi tion a= dweling-

wi with reference to sirigle conservation action is iricleEd a sibjectivNae measure-

ment. but one can lock At such factors as the age of the dwelling unit 'Whidh.

relates directly to -iondition: _In the present study We examined he relation-

ship between_the age, the respondents and the age of the clwel lin rig unit;

there is a Pearson's R of +.25 for the larger Population and a Pea%zrson's R

-.10 for the female ..nd elderly heads of households. In both caget-s this

ndicatq that the el=derly occupy older dwell ing Wilts. In many Yia-ays -this

suggests that greater attention should be directed toward encourages -ing human

behavior toward enerconservtion by educating the passe and reimbursing

low incope families -ter cost associated with singllions.

Gtven the ..fact twat for both single and repeated tonserYa _ion

the.greOte§t percentae of respondehts.-haVe under41<enno acti cans

remains if there exis_7-ite a diVision among- racial groups with regard

actions,

the question

to conseg

vat i on rinsures. The afore, the ierfiaiticier, of th-if'chipter conerndd with
energy using.features and conservation actions and their diff'erenti Val effects
among --racial groups_
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Estimation of Ttacla Discriminant Functions

In_order_to evaluate the 'fference in the population by energy using

features, total repeated conservation actions, and total single conservation

actions, a list of forty variables was provided for the larger population

and for the single headed'and elderly households. In the present study our

concern is: what combination of variables is more important in determining

racial differences? For the larger population air conditioning (VAMP))

Showed the.greaiestwithin group variation; (14ilkit Lambda 92) and turning

off the dishwasher before the.drying:cyCle-_ends showed theleast within'group.

-HoWeveri-for-single and-elderly'heads-ciVhoUseholds the-type of --

cooling system (VARD$13) showed the greatest withingroup-_variation

Lambda .94) and-reducing theinUmber:of-dopk ng -hours- showed:the-least within

group variation (Wilk's Lambda-7.70).

Of course, our chief concern is not with the iohesiveness of racial

-- .groups_- witiLthedifference,in-such-groups. In order-to'Statistically.-

--determine the difference between black'-and White Single and elderTheads.of

householdS we-estimate- tqoAitCriminantfunctions.,

-First, we,will .define ihe'functions on the basis of the variable- that

has the greatest discriminating power. Table 6.4 shows the definition of

the functiOns using the standardized canonical ditcriminan -;?funetTon

-coefficients. When the sign on.the standardized discriminant-func ion

coefficient is ignored, each coefficient represents the rlati46'-Contribution

its-associated variable tu_the function, .The :tign.denOteS whether the -con -.

Abution 'of-the variable i po tive or negative.

For function I, participation in one energY prograwshoweethe greatest

division between blacks and whites within the sample. For those persons par-

ticipating in energy assistance programs the standardized canonical discrimi-



Table- Racial Standardized =aeon i cal ,Discriminant Function Coefficients
for Single and Elderly. HeadS of Households Sample

-Variables

Age

Number of children'
Employment status
Household income

Year's of schooling
Type of dwelling unit
Nurrber of-rooms-
Number of-bedrooms

Number of bathrooms
Type of cooling system
Use of fans
Type of cooking fdel
Washing_

Cl'othes dryer
Stove-Range

Refrigerator.

.Turn off light
5 min. showers

Function I
Parti ci patf on in

one energy program

Function II
Participation in
more than one
energy. program

+.17.
-.07
+.29
+.20
-.1
.19

-.01

-.26
10

Adjust _thermostat when
not at hori-e

Full road washing 'dishes
and clothes +:15 -.08

Reduce use of appliances -.05 t.27

Reduce hours o cooking, -.11 -.05
Vacation plans +.02 -.51
Recreation plans 7.23 +.7
Usual hobbi es. +.30
Drihking for oleasUre +.55-
Other -.23 .05
Really no energy crisis +.15 -.13

Policy action result from
pressure



Table 6 4 (Con d)

-r abl es Function Function II
Participation -in

one- energy program

Policy enactments not

Part
more than one
energy-program

beneficial - 2 -.00

Impose government control +.26 +03
Conservati on vital goal - .08 t. 04

National ize -energy
companies 3.24 -.08

Speci al tax x.19 x.18
Tax deductions _ _______ 08 ÷. 21--
Total single actions -.20 -.26

Total repeated actions

participation in one
program

+.30

.37

30

Participation in more
than one program -.98

Ei genval ue . 36 .05

Canoni cal correlation .27 .05
Wilk' s Lambda . 70 .95
Chi -squared 399.2 56.8

.78 38

Si gni i=i carice
. .03

% Classification 71.28-

n
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nant function coefficient is -.37. The next most significant variable in

separating blacks and whites -in the sample of single and elderly h-eads of
households was total repeated conservation actions with a standardized

discriminant function coefficient of +.30. Other relatively, significant
variables were : the belief that the,government should impose controls on-.
the energy industry (+.26 ) ''years of schooling (-.26) and employment

24).
For function II, participation in more than one energy program (- 9

provides the greatest separation between blacks acid whites among single-heads

and elderly households. The' V-arfable contribution to the next division in
function II is participation in one program (+.69). What is interesting
about the two program participation variables is the.difference in the,signs.
Par-ti cipation in two or more energy programs negative contribution to
function II, while participating in one energy program made a positive con-
tribution. This indicates that there is very little "difference among black

white single and elderly heads of households who participate
more programs, while for those who participate in one energy

is greater separation.\

two o#

program there

s- -The variables contributing.. the flan greatest - separation are.thote-'asso-

datecriAththe effectS of the energy crisis oel:leiSure activities. =FOr

instance, drinking for pleasure has,a standardized discriOnant function
_

coefficient of +.55 and vacation plans has a coef ient:of -.51.
eibmining the canonical correlation squared we_arei able: to determine

the proportion of variance fin- discriminant function explained by the
discriminating variables. In Table 6..4,:27 percent of, variance among black

and white single-and elderly heads of households is explained by the vari
\f.inifunction I, -participation in one energy program. However, the. variiables

In function II,dparticipation in two or more energy programs explained only



n the case of the larger,pogulation

_

est discriminating power for racial groups in functi on ;cooking appl fiance

stove/range) and household incoMe. Table 6.5 shows the standardized canonical,

discriminant function coefficients for the entire population:using racial_

groups (black, white and other). The standardized discriminant coefficient

ar cooking appliance (stove/range) is -.30 and foe household income the coef

This iS interesting in that hOusehOld income- end the type- Of
---

(stove/range) moves' in the same direction- with equal ,dls-
.

Substantively,. this suggests that lower income farm ies

have feWee -energyi con-SuMin6,:toOking'iappljances,

..Age. and

terns.'

income play a large role in influencing energy, consumption pat-
,

With regard to income status the older you are the more likely

that you will be poor. For example, in 1973 only 11 percent of the total

population was below the poverty level; 16 pekent of the elderly was bel W

the poverty level. In referring-to. function I, participation in one energy

program, -in Table 6.4 -stove/range has a standardized coefficient of +.17 which

of households.

For, function I the next greatest discriminating power is in the single

suggests a signiilicant difference in black -and white feMale and_elderry heads

conservation action -- turning off lights. The, coefficient, for turning off

-lights is- +.27 which is the inverse- for single and elderly heads--'of households

participating- in ore energy program. The coefficient for single and elderly

heads of households is However,total repeated actions were next in dine

with a coefficient of -.26 In contrast, Closing drapes at night in winter

is +.20. With ref rence to demographico'variables, the number of children had

the greatest disc imi.natin g power with,a standardized coefficient of .+.21,

=

iscrirninating energy using feature-was clothes dryers withwhile. the greater



Table Racial Standardized Canon'idal.DiscriminantYunction
Cgefficients

For the Total Population Sample

Variables Function Function II
Cooking. Appliance Type of Cooling System

Total energy cost 1981 +.17 -.0
Marital status +.03 +.19
Number of children +.21 +.07
Household income -.30 -.13
Years of schooling

. +.15, -.07A
Construction material +.11 -.11
0wnerS0ip ) -.14 -.18
Number of.bathroOms -.09' -.43
Primary heating. system -.15 -.18
Cooling system 7.12 +.54
Use of supplementary system +.08 +.18
Type of fuel for cooling -.20

Type of cooking -fuel -.01 -.20
Air. conditioning -.07 -.07
Clothes dryer -.21 -.16
Stove-range -.30 +.03
Separate deep freezer +.11 +.11
Television +.11 +.02
Turn off lights +.27 +.11
,Close drapes at night in winter +.20 +.10
Close drapes during the day in
summer -.J2 +.14

Adjust thermostat during the
day -.09 -.13

Turn dishwasher off before
-drying cydle stops +.05 -.16

Wash full load of dishes
and clothes 12 -.08

Change furnace filters +.15 -20
Close off unused rooms -.66 ' -.18
Usual.hobbies -.11 -,38
Drinking for pleasure -.09 - +.go'
Driving for pleasure -.17 +.28
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' Table 6.5 (cont'd)

-Variable Function.
,Cooking Appliance

Function
Type of Cooling System

4

+.19Conservatiot as a nati'gnal .goa
Stricter regulations to use

less energy
Stricter regulations to use

less fuel
Special tax on low mileage

a Litomolli les

Nationalizing gas and oil
Special lax on big automobiles
Tax deductions for car pooling

100% deduction for conservation
cost

Total single actions
'Total repeated actions
Participation in one energy

program'

Ei gen

Canonical ,correl on 2

Wi I k ' s Lambda

Chi -squared.
D.F.'

gni fi canoe
% Classification 71.04

-.033

+1.25

-.2

-.21
+.12
+.16
+.23

-.15
+.03
-.10

C

.3 .07

.6', .06

.69 .93
473 68

88 '39

.00 .00
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'p

a coefficient-of -.21.

For function II txpe of coaling system provides the greatest separation

between blacks and whites
_ .

The-variable's coefficient.fOrthiS function s'

+.54. The next:best variable for discriminating separation between blacks.and

whites in funttion II s_the number of bathro g- with participation in one.

energy Program ( -.40) providing the. third greatest discriminatton.

With regardrto the impact of the energy crisis upon leisure activities,

functjon II provided the greatest sep ration; usual hobbies has a coefficient

of--.38 drinking for pleasure +.20 a d driving for pleasure+.28.

Whey' we contideiour ability to discrimiinete.between the canonical dis-
..

f

criminant functions, function I. cooking appliance, explains the greatest

between group variation to within group.varian e (Wilk's Lambda). The

canonical co on squared for functibn I. cooking appliance, is .26, and

the Wilk's Lambda is .69, while the canonical correlation squared for function

11, type of cooli,ngsys*m, is .06 and th Wilk's Lambda.is .93. The chid

squared test for the level of significancp.of the Wilk's Lambda is significant

at the .00 level

Policy Imp14.cations

We halip-seen how sIngle and elderly hee of-hoUsehaMt tor;pa. the

larger population along several dimensions: total energy using features,

f--- :4

repeated. and single conservation actions. From-the results of the discriMi-

e'
nant functions, difference in black and white.households depend-on partici-___ - _ -_ _ _ _

t
pation in energy assistance programs an ypesof energy using features.

For the single-and elderly heads of households 'participation in energy pro-,-

grams is most preOlent; compared td the largerpopulation, energy 'using

features are mo-st.irevalent.
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From a policy perspective-. this suggests that participation in etrgy,

vrograms isskewed along racial lines, as well, as 'social status lines sin=
g
le

-and elderly However; it is of relatively little importance to ascertain

the effects of the energy crisis on single and,elderly heads of households if
.

no federal or local government agency is w ling to_provide assistance to

lessen the impact on this target group. I making-recommendations for the

future for single and elderly heads of hou eholds, the following are con-.

sidered to be realistic policy,elternatives:

1. Develop an-agreement with the State Allocation Office that will
provide for reorganizing and dealing with the special needs of
single and elderly persons.

2. -Make representations before the:Public Utility,Commissioe-designed
.to lead to the development of regulations that would assure equit-
able utility rates for older persons.

3. Work. for -theAevelopment- of anagreement with the Public Service
Commistlon to assure that, services will notkbe arbitrarily cut;' off
for those persons unable to pay for such services.

Develop a program utilizing existing public and private resources
to assist in the,insulation'of single and .elderly; persons' homes.

In order to devise the,most effective, ,efficient, and equitable energy

program, it is imperative that we look at other alternatives to energy con-
,

servation in -conjunction with tax pollicy.-- The isolated and interreTated

effects of-these 'alternatives-ShOuld -be assett:ed-ndt btilywith'regaH to the

objecti-__ of energy conservation, but also with regard to other objectives

such as minimizing the recessionary impacts and minimizing adverse effect's

on low ince groups. In particular, the potential impacts upon single and

elderly h

cons;

households should be taken into accoiiiit along with other

ions.

For the larger population, it it evident-that hig saturation of major

nerly equipment more prevalent among the 1 ger popu ion. -The largest

gaps in owneship fappliances for he larger population are dishwashers,

1 nn



clothes. dryers, color television, and air conditioniing. Nevertheless, the

poor .have' little adventaget onserveenergy by cutting back on lighting '

or the uieoflulury appliances.

Certainly, .a policy alternative whiCh would prqvide assistance to both

the large poptilation and single and elOerly heads ofjlouseholds, in addition
.=-

to -encouraging energy c servation.would require a restructuring off utility
.

rates. The "declining block" rate structure rewa intensive Consumers of

electricity and places a burden on consumers of smaller quantities, 'often

'single en --.'derly heads of households. Utility'rates could be entirely

restructured td provide for an:increase

hours for larger bloks of electricity consumption. Hence, the typical

declining block rate structure would be inverted to become an inclining

the average price 'of kiloLtt

bloom rate structure.

91''
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To .The.= esposnd.4nt:

The Research Ins itutb

-ate linivereit

,Thee project is, funded by tl U. . Department of Energy. Here to

date there has been little available comprehensive data on the

acid- Technicalechnical Problems at Jackson
, 0

is conducting a study theAocio-Economi Impact

the .Restrictive Energy Economy on'the families in Mississippi.

.

impact of energy_cisis on the families in Mississippi. The over -

all goal of this study is to examine the Comparative needs-and
4 ,

problems faced by families in copifig with the energy crisis. These

data will be helpful in eu gesting policies to the Government

through the U. S. .Department of/nergy.,

Hence we solicit your full booperation,in completing this

questionnaire. All the information will be strictly, confidential

and no names or personal identity will be revealed. We would-

appeciate your taking time off to respbnd to these questionS.

Thank you
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RESTRICTIVE ENERGY IMPACT SURVEY

Department of SOcio1ogy-
Jackson State University

Interview Schedule

Togo

I.D. No.

Interviewer:

1. Population ,(Idf inside the pity limit _ dicate population and
name of the citr,and=if rural indicate route
number and denSity.)

Less than .2,500
2,500 L. 5,000
Above 5,000'

Name the County

.e of the City Route_ Density

3. Type of County
urban

2. Rural
3. -Other Specify

Lt. Non7White Composition of the County
1.. More thah 60%
2. u.,059%

:-39% or aess'

5. Climate of the Cottm Y

1. Average-diurnal range for
2. Average monthly temperature

II. Person k roun_ of,theondet
6. Sex: 1., Male

3. Female

Winter Summer

7. Race: White -I.
Black 2.
Other, Non-White Specify
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9. 9.

Less -Ehan 24 yrs. 1.
25 - 29 yrs. 2.

30 - 34 yru. 3.

35 - 49 yrs. 4.

80 - 54 vrs.= 5

55 - 59 yrs. 6.

50 - 64 yrs. 7. 10.
65 and above 8.

None
Under 6 yrs. old

3. 6 l3 yrs. bid
4. 14 - 17: yrs. old
5. 18 yrs. old and over

MaritAT Status:
Never Married 1.

Married
Widowed
Divorced
Separated

Head of the Ho-
1.

2.

12. _loyment Status

1. Eimployed
2. Unemployed
3. Retired
4. TAid-Off

2.

3

4.

5.

d th

if employed, what is your present work. If not employed now what is/was your
usual work when employed? Be specific:(Check fraM the following list)

White Collar:
1. Professibnal and technical
2- Managers and administrators, except farm
3. Sales worker
4. Clerical Worker

Blue Collar.
'5. Craft and kindred worker
6. Operatives - except transport
7. Transpon equipment operative
8. Non-,farm

Service Wc.r1---

9.=7.--Private household
10. Farm worker
11_ Other, Specify

13. If your spouse is employed what is herbs occupation? Write tie nor from the
above mentioned categories.

96.
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14. What is your
,

le6s that
household annual incoile,after tax? (Include co from all
$ -5,000

12,.$ 5,00Q $ 7,999
3.$ 8,000 - $10,999
4.511,000 - $13,999
5.514,000 $16,999
6.517,000 - $19,999
7.$20,000 $22,999
8.$231000 - $25,999
9 $28,000 and above

15. How many years of schooling you have co letedl
1. NO schooling
2. Elementary (1-6 yrs.)
3. Junior High (7 - 8 yrs.)
4. Senior High, Vocational, Diploma (9-12
_ Junior College (1 -2 Yrs. of college)
6, Se on College (4 yrs.. of College)
7.4 Beyond 4 yrs. of college

sources)-

16. How-many yea's' of schooling has your spouse completed? (Write the number fnan the
.list for Q. 15)

III. . e of Housing

17. Of what is your dwelling unit?

18.

1. Ab&rtnent 4. Mobile home
2. Duplex 5. Other, Spe

' 3. Single dwellihg unit

e of construction material (Che -_late' responses)
1. Brick
2. Cinder block
3. Wood frame and siding
4. Masonite
5. Asbesotos Siding
6. Metal siding

19. What type of roof-do you have?

1. Asphalt sgles
2. Tin.
3. Fiber glass sheets

4. Wood shingle
S. Asphalt and Gravel
6. der, Spe

20. Do you own or rent your dwwwelldwelling unit?
1. Own
2. Rent

21. If you rent, do you pay your own utilities?
1. Yes Not Applicable
2. No

22. If yes, how much on an average dQ you pay per month for the follower utilities?
1. Gas
2. Electrioity$
3.. Not applicable
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What is the approximate si
'1. Under 500 sq. ft.
2. 5131'-1000 ,sq. ft.
3. 1001-1999 sq. ft.

2000 sq. ft. or more

1.

2.'

3.

4.

5.

your house Cheating

manyrooms do You have uc
Rooms Be

r rrore

25= Ilcm4 old is the house or the apartment complex you live . (If you are not
sure try to make an approximate guess?)
1. less that 2 yrs.
2. yrs. li mths.
3. 4-5 yrs. 11 mths.
4. 6-7 yrs. 11 mths.

15. 8-9 yrs. 11 mths:
5. 10 5.7-14;S. or older

26 . That is your primary heating system (check all appropriate responses)
1. Central system by vent
2.- Heating in individua2*roors by flue'
3. Heating in individual rooms by portable s age het or stqwes
4. No regular heating system
5. Use supplementary room heatart-
6.. Fireplace or wood heater
7.. Floor furnance

'27. What type of cooling system do yoU have? (Check all appropriate respUEffET)
1. Central air-conditioning system
2. Cooling in individual rooms by window a conditioners
3. Use fans
4. Other, SP%cify

you use supplementary fans or heaters?

1. Use fails in summer
2.; Use heater's in winter
3... Use both

.4. Use neither fan nor
head
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-Wicat is the of fuelyou-use for space h ling?
'SAE

k.tater -t do a presentl
Mea-tric
Natural gas
LP

1. -None
2; 1

2

What _ of fuel-do-you use for
1. -Natural gas---.
2. Eleal=iicir
3.- Butane

Natur&l. gaS or
aline

n fdr the foil
1976 198 N applicable

tural gas o
Gasoline

average I ra. much did you Day -di. on` pese enery sources in 1980:
thrtmer1Fala AnlinteriSing Not applicable

Electrica.
Natura2 gas or other fuel $-- $

3. line $



month in _1976 _aria 1980 on the foil
1276 1980 Not :applicable

1. 1'
2. Shelter tow-ae.d

On the average hor..7 much did

1.

e)

2.

u spend p year On--the fcuowing 1976 wid 1980?

-1 r 1
1976 1980

$-$
$ = $

.IV. - 'issLeatures in the House:
z

8. From a list of inaj-. aunlianc

1. Central
2. W'

naldorung
ditioning

9. c washing ramie
g machtn-e

c iltOmatic- dishwater

Autcma

6. Gas clothes dye
7. flea-trio clothes

8.. sLovea . Ell or stove
f 10. Electric Refrigeration

(fL.ost free)
11. Requires dusting

-12. Gas' Refrigeration
13.- Separate.(deep-or''upri- t

food_ freezer
14. Black and:White 11/
15: Color `17/

100.

1 0 ,

e that you llave:

Not apiDlicabfe



Lists_of ,t .people take to sa
first list 'contains action that are usually -done once,- while

ions that are done Tay. Please indicateclictinnter the MDst_appropriate
't icnow 1

e t and do not plant to
done it-yet but will do it $-

Inzulation
1 insulation
2 WR11 insulation

- Ceiling and 1,..0.11 insulation
Thstaaii; g hea ducts -andfor

wa
insulated cover on the ho

1.2ate_r heater

40. AU to outside:.
_1 Stonu for doors
2. Storm. doors for so rs
Weather S ig on
1 Wes. er stripping f6r all doors

Weather stripping .for some doors

*4

Storm windows
windows

2. -Storm windows
some windows

43. Weather stripping on Windows
1. Weather stripping for

insulated glass for all

insulated glass for

1 2 3

1

1
1,

2 3 4

4
2 5

2., 3 4 6
2 S 4

4 5

4

[44.
1 In.ftallairig flow res idter in shOweris 1 2-

'2. placing bulbs with one of lower wattage 1 2
3. , Lowering the tempera tt in water heater 1 2

101
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to Save En _

tly do you do ea acti

63_ What temperature do you maintain
and at night in winter?

my = 3
Almos =4
Not le 5

45 - -Turm off lights when rota_ is not in use 1 2 If 5

46 - -Close at t er 1 2 4 5
47 . Close d ing the day in r 1 2 4 5

-r thn 1 2 4.
3 - Take 5

49.- AF just -thermostat at t 1 2 3 If

50v. Adjust the thermostat day 1 2 4 5

51 - Adjust the -themostat when all the family
is away 1 2 If 5

52 . Ttam dishwasher off bef the
and open the d 1. 2 5

53.. Wash dishes and clothes with a full load 1
54-__ _Wash clothes in_1,2arm_andior_cold water and

inse in cold water
55 - clothes on clothes line rather'than

in dryer in summer 1
56 - aange;or clean furnace filters zw- 1
57 - Reduce the use of electrical appliances/

equiPments 1 2 3 4 5

58 - T-i-rdt the hours of TV watching 2
= 3

4 5

59 . Close off unused rooms- 2 If 5-
60 - Reduce the hours of 1 2 3 If

61 - Drive within 55 IVIi s d limit 1 2 3 If

62 - to use car pool when possible _1 2

dur day

If 5

If 15

-4 -5
4 5

Una 65
65 - 67 de
68 - 70 degree
71'- 73 deree
74 - 76 degree
More than 75 degree
Not applicable
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cipating p.

t. is =the_ ttha the illea
conservation program over the last f a yew 7

..- Less- than -$100 i

$201 - $400
401 - 00;

4. 7 $601 7 $ 00: --
. .$804,Z 1000 '

$10G1 and eve -

: Not aD6Licable

On tile averag- =fit
iftteRther' tion and
Lees that AO$

2. - 15%
3. 16 - 20%
4. 21 - 25%
5. 26%-.or more
6. Not applicable--



Not AnpliCab

3-11 your t?

yes, for how zany:

14'..ave you or any _ of
aff-ected job

t es a result-of tt _

e?
II I raf

If yes, for hag many?

you or any member of -yaw
family-attempte4 ar have gained

employment closer to you
because of swage'

yea avelYto.Your)Place of

1. Cali_ pool
2. . Public ta-ansportation
3. cm car
4. Walk or use bicycle



you'or -any member of- ly
In umber of vdsits to
because of inarease
allergy, or ton

Not
placable

cm. of yam-. _ family
tment a.Fty illness on

of livig?
Have you-.or menter of yo family

erieficed a hi incidence o f illnes
use of en .e., colds,inn arthritis etc.

91.

the inares,sed, cost of
since 1976, The

'gasoline ffected your: Circle the approPriaten is as fo
rely = 1

2
Scoetimes = 3
Ilost -ame =- 4
All- of the tirir 5_

Not applicallg = 6-

Hole y plans 4 2
Vaca-tion planz If Z 1
Recreation plans 4 2 1
sua1 hobbyfies 5 If \2 1

for pleasure 5 4 2 ,1
ure 5 4 2 1
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is really the-way ofes. T o a. Is I_
so may- oen in

ions da toward the
situation are TrRile in response to pressuge

lobbies Washington not because
of real en

talents are -not,

'thin 55 nmh..etO.)

related to energy conierva;don
for the pow to obey. and the ;rich to

5

8 only way to = get familia
t go

9 The price of energy -is too low when
idm-ing -that most energy

cannot be rgplac

ion 't
of this



Atti...id award Oonservatian:

into account = sees of energy shortage the vemmen
save energy. Below are some statements

Please indicate your opinion by circling the -Correct null

Disa

S

loa? There should be stricter
people use less energy'.-

-= 1
= 2
=_

= 4
5

to e 2

1027 d be ritr regulations to e s
use less fuel.

e automobile manufacturer s should be _Made to pay
tax for pro that get poor gas,

mil

-10E1- The ies, offices should observe Four-- 1 2
day week to conserve energy. .

105 Tim should o n.ing

106 The government should put oil-and gasoline- 1
s under national. con-trol.'

107- _umers should be made to pay a 1 2r biger car's that give poor mileage.

10 8. tax reductions shOuld be given to persons
par-ticig in car pools to their place of work

expenclitui4s on housing conservation measures
like storm doors, whidows,- additional insulation

leetc. should beone hundred perc

10

109 119

3

3

4-



What types of iW1 yc

5. S
L
Pick-up
0

-trailer; etc._

es did you tra
id_cab

1476
1977

Ja . What-are three most
your pricFrity as 1, 2, and
1. Shopping 1
2. Visit to the docior c dentist
3, Visit filends, relfatives
I+. Recreation or__ s
5 Goirig to rerli,gious
6. Lng to work

19781979-
1980_

reasons for

-Not Annlicable

4. Cam; an averaie irony separate-tt,ips are node by your household per
Mace of work, shopping etc.)

3
_4. or ncre



.Total

Elderly

-County Populition

Bol ivar

Desoto

.10082 39.6 .246

Lauderdale

Leake

Needed Elderly Sample In Countles*

Total Total

Total Sample . White

Sample derly

White Elderly
. -Black Elden

% Needed Total Needed --

County Sample Black County SamOle

Sample Size Elderly. 'Elderly -Size

3251 12.8 7g X065 33 26 2186

I

4689 1

6293.

3230

62 153

6 79

1461 5 7 35 1031 7 25

Marshall_ 133 2 3 2 577 -- 43 14

Pike 1669 10 5 5 66 43

1.9 78 .9
Stone., 477 12 374

a.i

Totals 25455 MO_ 620 15115 329_

3789

1459

430

756 57

922

47 17

38

31

93

35

22

103 22 3

based on required sample size of 1000. Total obtined sample equals 11564 combined,female and elderly households.



-Needed FeMale7Headed Households fIn Counties* .

White Female Heads Black Female Heads

Total Total Total Needed Total Needed
Female-Headed Total Sa White County Sample Black, County Sample

County' Households SaMple Size Female- Heads' Sample Size Female-Heads \ Sample Size

Bali var

Desoto

Hinds

1964

7757

7784

12.6 4

4k8 18

49:9 190

394'.

336

3021

. .
5 . 9lau e. le 5.9 _ _ 60 _ 1206

Leake 5626 3 4 13 247

Marshall 714 4.5

Pike 1208 7.7.

Stone 194 12

17 1

29

Totals 15626

475

20

44

100 3800 5975

9

10

8

74

49 29

47

25

6

4

39 11

1579 0

421 56 10

4763 81 116

1273 51 31

53279

534 75 1

733 61 18

78 40

145 9617 235

*Based on rAuired.sample size of 1000. Total -otained sample'equals 1156 for coiiined female and elderly households.

1
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